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PREFACE 

The spread of automation is having a profound impacr on the manufacturing sector, 
both in tenns of producrs and processes. It is associated with equally significant changes in 
the organizatior. of industrial production. The effects of industrial automation in terms of 
costs and spllad and flexibility. as well as in tenns ofllduced inputs of labour, are eroding 
cost advantages enjoyed by developing countries in traditionally labour intensive industries. 
In/act, automation is associated with a general restructuring of world industry, and this finds 
expression in new and distributed fonns of producrion. 

UNIDO, in cooperation with the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis 
(llASAJ, Laxenburg, Austria, has carried out a detailed examination of the impact of 
industrial automation and how it is changing the producrion process. The analysis examined 
policies. both at the national and the company level to make recommendations on approaches 
to automation for consideration by developing countries. /he work covers the whole field 
of industrial automation, but there has been a special concentration on the ratiles, clothing 
and footwear secton. This work has been published as the document ·Trends in industrial 
automation·, PPD.231 (SPEC.), 12 October 1992. 

The present document concludes the analysis by funher exploring the trends identified 
into an examinntion of possible responses to these changes, at the level of government 
policies, enterprise strategies, and international suppon measures for developing countries. 
Financial suppon for the whole work was _provided by the Government of Finla'!ld. 

The present document was prepared by UN/DO in cooperar:on with Dr P. Vuorinen 
and Dr W. Haywood as UN/DO consultants. 

The implications of these trends was examined for developing countries through 
analysis of the main factors 01 work in technology dijfUsion and the impact at sectoral level, 
together with the preparation of generic programmes of technical cooperarion appropriate 
to different levels of intervention. This document was published as "Industrial Automation: 
Priorities and Programmes, PPD.269(SPEC.), 21December1993. 

An ovel"iew <!,'the subject, especially for decision makers at national policy level is 
provided in "Industrial 11uromation: An Introduction", PPD.270(SPEC.), 21December1993. 
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1. TECHNOLOGY IN DEVEWPMENT 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Although Schumpeter (1934 translation) discussed the role of technology. particularly as an 
explanation of Kondratiev cycles of growth, it was not until Solow (1957) published bis findings on 
technical change in the US economy that serious study of the topic emerged. 

Although Solow's suggestion that 87 .5 per cent of the incr~e in gross output per man 
between 190'J and 1949 was due to technical change bas subsequently been thought to be too high. 
the importance of technology bas been accepted as a major factor behind economic growth, and bas 
been substantiated by analysts such as Kuznets (1966). 

Even the early clwical, and more recent neo-clwical, economists' understanding that 
technology was exogenous to the economic system bas now been overturned. and technology has been 
generally accepted to be endogenous, i.e., being brought about by economic as well ..s social forces.1 

One consequence of this trend has been that the so-called "dependency theory• of development 
amongst the less developed world has been challenged and largely overturned, for example, theories 
of patterns of developmmt based on cheap labour alone have been seen to he inadequate in the c..:se 
of many of the newly industrializing economies, e.g., Republic of Korea, Taiwan Province, et~. 

While hitherto less developed countries were seen as techno:ogically 
dormant (by dependency theory) or as able to specialize only in unskilled 
labour-intensive and technology-unintensive commodities (by the 
neoclassical theory of comparative advantage), now these same countries 
(the newly industrializing countries, (NICs) tend to be seen as actively 
involved in the process of economic change. 2 

In the light of the above, and in tht walce of a so-called "third industrial revolution• caused 
by the microcllip and information technology, all countries from the l~t developed to the most 
developed will be affected by the rapidly accelerating pace of technological change. 

However, it is not merely the changes being wrought by embodied tec'tnkal change that are 
important but also those contained within disembodied technological change, i.e., through new forw 
of work organization and new fonns of pmduction, in addition to the take-up of new electronics-based 
technologies. 

Bin1wan1er, Ruuon, ''al., 1978. 

2 fran1ma11, 198.S. 
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• ... , in the short-term the cutting-edge of micro-level restructuring is to 
be found within disembodied te-..:hnologica; change, that is through the 
introduction of new forms of production and work-organization. 
Without these prior changes in organization. there is only a dimi11ished 
possibility of successfully utilizing the new, flexible, electronics-based 
automation technologies.· 3 

The internal structures of firms as wtll as their mode of operating have an important bearing 
on the processes of production which they coordinat«!. In analyzing these structures and operations 
a useful link may be made with the work of organization theorists. The position can be summarized 
by saying that in order to achieve an upgrading of production processes and products it is essential 
to move forward on both the technological opportunities axis and , .:i the organizational or institutional 
axis. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Figure I.I Options on the road to integration 

INCREASING TECHNOLOGICAL INTEGRATION 

INCREASING 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
INTEGRATION 

• 

Smlru~ Haywood, 1988. 

Current state of 
factories: 

unintegrated 
technology and 

organization 

High organizational 
integration -

the Japanese model 

High technological 
integration (e.g. CIM) 

but 
unintegrated 
organization 

Integrated technology 
and 

organizati<'11 

Such concepts, and a growing appreciation of them, have had a major impact on both national 
and international decision-making: 

"The quick pace of technological change has shonened lead times between successive 
changes and the visible impact of these change.c; on the productive sector and on 
people's lives ha~ induced decision-makers at national and international levels to place 
greater emphasis on technology-related issues and to view them in much closer 
conjunction with other economic policies, including trade policies. This involves 
effor-~ by the developing countries to incorpcrate the technological dimension into the 
mainstream, of economic management and policy-making, and, in so doing, to strike 

Kaplin1ky. 1991. 
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a balance between short-term si..lbilization and adjustment objectives on the one hand. 
and longer-term trade and ~~velopment objectives on the other.· • 

With specific reference • veloping countries the distinction is also drawn between the use 
of what are termed to be radical or incremental technological activities. In the case of developed 
countries although incremental innovations are deemed to be sources of real improvements in 
productivity. radical innovations also provide a major impetus to growth. It has been suggested that 
although developing countries have made significant use of incremental innovations in the 
technological sense. they have not, in general, been as likely to use radical innovations: 

•Third World technological activity, accordingly, tends to be almost exclusively of 
the incremental kind rather than of the Schumpeterian frontier-moving type. To the 
extent that the lar.er occurs within the Third World. it is the result of technology 
generated abroad rather than indigenous efforts. However, it is important not to 
underestimate the cumulative significance of incremental technological change.• ' 

It has been observed that particularly the specialized technical departments of medium- to 
large-sized firms in developing countries generate incremental units of technical knowledge in the 
areas of product design. process engineering and production planning and organization. and the 
domestic technological capabilities develop in this way.' 

It is also quite likely that the dis~mbodied innovations are diffusing through the systems of 
the developed ones. thus improving their competitive positions. Such changes as: improved 
buyer/supplier relations; the use of just-in-time approaches; statistical process control; reduced 
inventory levels; total quality management. etc .• are all now attracting greater attention in the 
developed world. 

One question that is therefore posed is where should developing countries focus their 
technological attentions; it has been suggested that it should be on the management process rather 
than in manufacturing applications. 

•1n general, there seems to be greater immediate scope and 
application of microelectronics, and other devices in management, 
materials·handling and marketing functions, than in manufacturing 
proper. This is partly because the laner requires greater skills in the 
handling of micro-electronic technology than the former. Moreover, 
tho applications to management are less likely to displace jobs and 
more likely to raise efficiency through waste reduction, faster 
ddiveries, etc.• 7 

The challenges posed by change and the totality of response have been summarized by 
Schumpeter (1942): 

4 UNCTAD. 1990. 

' Fr7111m1n, 1986. 

6 Katz, !984. 

7 BhaH• Md J1mc1, 1986. 
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·competition from the new commodity. the new technology. the new source of 
supply, the new type of organization ... strikes not at the margins of the profits, and 
the outputs of existing firms. but at their very lives. This kind of competition is as 
much more eff~--tive than the other as a bombardment is in comparison with forcing 
a door and so much more important thcll it becomes a matter of comparative 
indifference whether competition in the ordinary sense functions more or less 
promptly.· 

1.2 KNOWLEDGE, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

The common belief amongst researchers. theoreticians. etc., in the developing countries too, 
is that knowledge, science and technology are - and are ever more certainly becoming - crucial factors 
in international competitive terms. 

Considerable attention has been focused on the need to upgrade technological capacities in 
countries and companies to successfully meet this increased international competition. The responses 
to this have, of course, varied. not merely because of the different cultural framework in the countries 
adopting microelectronics based technologi-, but also within each country. depending on the need 
in individual companies. 

Organizational adaptation is also developing as an important determinant of how well firms 
are able to appropriate the full benefits of automated technologies. Currently there is a considerable 
gap between the adoption of technology and organizational adaption in many countries. 

Developments towards some concept of a "factory of the future" reQuires a significant 
rethink as to how production is organized, and more sophisticated managerial attitudes. In 
the future a blend of •best practice• production engineering will need to be combined with 
new management techniques and organizational forms. 

These are likely to include serious reconsideration of the relationships between labour and 
technology, and the political and social objectives that managements operate under, and may evolve 
into what has been termed a ·new production paradigm: • 

In many companies - and in some countries - much less attention has been focused on how 
the technology is to be introduced, and on the organizational and structural changes that are necessary 
to use technology to its best advantage. Yet the importance of such organizationally linked adaptation 
can be gauged from a number of reports which have remarked on the fact that 50 per cent', 
60 per cent11

, and even 90 per cent11 of the benefits of such technologies as flexible manufacturing 
systems (FMS) come from the radical oaganizational changes which accompany the introduction of 
such technology . 

• Dosi, 1982. 

9 Haywood and Beasant, 198S. 

10 Dempsey, 1983. 

II McCncken, 1?86. 
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As a consequence of these trends it has become increasingly obvious to many of the more 
thoughtful managers in companies that a systemic approach to manufacturing provides the most 
efficient and effective use of resources. It is also clear that these approaches have been adopted most 
frec;uently in countries with a highly developed educational and skills base; and consensus as its goal -
albeit - different forms of consensus in different countries, such as in Gem1any, japan and Sweden. 

The acquisition of knowledge for innovation is not a once-and-for-all matter. 
Rather than a unidirectional, one-time occurrence of transfer of basic scientific 
knowledge to application, the processes of innovation and knowledge transfer 
are complex and interactive ones, in which a sustained two-way flow of 
information is critical. The ability to adopt a new technology, to evaluate a new 
technique, or even to pose a feasible research problem to an external research 
group may require substantial expertise within the firm.12 

The term innovation is, of course, used here to contain both the concept of technological and 
organizational adaption. What is called for is the ability to utilize both current levels of adaptation 
and to relate this to previous experience; but also to use these abilities to evolve new and original 
concepts. It is also apparent that such knowledge is not cr.stless, and is unevenly distributed. 
incomplete, implicit, imperfectly available and selective.13 A whole series of factors must there~ore 
be borne in mind when considering how companies or countries should view the potentialities of 
changes. The implications of these factors should be carefully considered by developing countries. 

This lt!ads to the acknowledgement of the importance of "tacit" knowledge: 

"A great deal of the knowledge that is importaat to the operation and improvement 
of a given process or product technology is "tacit", that is not easily embodied in a 
blueprint or operating manual. A closely related characteristic of technical knowledge 
is that much of it is highly firm specific and results from the interaction of R&D and 
other functions within the firm." 14 

Rather than a page from a book of blueprints, a new technology is a complex 
mix of codified data and poorly defined "Know-how" (cf. Baer et al, 1977). A 
richer analysis of the economics and organization of R&D must stress the 
costs to the individual firm of finding and adopting new techniques.'' 

Also, concomitant with this line of reasoning is the realization of new concepts of 
development associated with "natural trajectories of innovation": 

ll Mowery and Rosenbcre. 1989. 

13 Fnnsman, 1986. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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·0ne ~ect of natural trajecturies. whether specific to a particular technology or 
more general. whether 19th century or contemporary, is that underlying their traverse 
is a certain knowledge on the part of the technicians, engineers, scientists. involved 
in the relevant inventive activity. The knowledge may be quite specific, as 
understanding of the tactics for hybrid development of seeds. or the operating 
characteristics of jet engines. The knowledge may involve more art and feel than 
science; this certainly was so of the knowledge behind the mechanization and scale 
economies of trajectories during the 19th century. But in the middle to late 2<.".h 
century, many scholars have been strongly tempted by the hypothesis that underlying 
the technoM>gies that have experienced the most rapid advance, or built into a key 
component of these. is a relatively well articulated scientific knowledge.· 16 

Therefore. guidelines for development need to encompass a wide range of 
ideas and concepts. Knowledge. science and technology are not items for 
isolated consideration. and like the production technologies discussed 
later in the report. are systemic and closely woven fibres of the same 
fabric providing the impetus for successful change. 

The popular perception is often of science leading technology rather than of a flexible 
relationship between the two. but the concept has become increasingly questionable: 

16 

17 

·wen into the twentieth century. metallurgy was a sector in which the technology 
typically ·got there first•, ·developing powerful new technologies in advance of 
systematic guidance by science. The technologist demanded a scientific explanation 
from the scientist of certain properties or performance characteristics. Such 
technological breakthrough as Taylor and White's development of high-speed steel 
(1898), and the subsequent development, in the 1920s. of sintered tungsten carbide, 
are classic instance of technological improvements ttiat preceded and gave rise to 
scientific research. The sequence of technological r...nowledge preceding scientific 
knowledge has by no me.'.llJS been eliminated in the twentieth century. Much of the 
work of the scientists today involves systematizing and restructuring in an internally 
consistent way the knowledge and practical solutions and methods previously 
developed by the technologist.· 17 

The knowledge necessary for development is both science based and 
technology-based, both tacit and explicable; and the question for a 
developing country or firm is whether this exists in their own 
environment at such a level that it is capable of sustaining growth. 

Nelson and Winter. 1977. 

Mowery and Rosenberg, 1989. 
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1.3 SYSTEMIC PRODUCTION 

It has been noted above that modern concepts of production in the developed countries have 
moved from a fragmented system to one in which all aspects of production, i.e .• t·oth technological 
and organizational, implicit and explicit, have become almost crucial for industrial and therefore in 
many ways developmental success. 

Merely having the desire or motivation for change is insufficient to guarantee success. The 
intricate linkages between developed and developing countries' concepts of change; the sophisticated 
linkages between industrial sectors, etc., ha\e to be taken into account for success. One important 
indicator of the way in which development is a condition of the relationship within the industrial 
infrastructure is express.::d by Rosenberg (1979): 

Any consideration of the textile industry would be anificial which did not include the chemical, plastics, 
and paper industries. Consideration of the machine tool industry must now take into account the 
aerospace, precision casting, forging, and plastics forming industries. These industries are now 
complex mixtures of companies from a variety of SIC categories. some functioning as suppliers to the 
tracfrtional industry, some competing with it for end-use functions and markets. ·The industry• can no 
longer be defined as a set of companies who share certain methods of production, and product 
properties; it must be defin<'d as a set of companies, interconnected as suppliers and market, 
committed to diverse processes and products, but overlapping in the end-use functions they fill. 18 

The interlinkages between industries are, however, just one example of changes in the 
relationships of companies under a systemic form of production. Individual companies opt:rating in 
this way have become increasingly aware of the importance of establishing close contacts with Uieir 
suppliers in order to secure Jte advantages of improved quality, rapid delivery and appropriate prices 
- though in many ways the third of these is becoming viewed as the least important factor. 

Within the company itself it is also clear that machines themselves can provide only part of 
the answer to meeting competitive pressures - and for developing the challenge of economic growth. 
Increasingly the "man-machine" interface has emerged as a crucial element for success. Experience 
from a number of studies" has shown the importance that needs to be attached to organizational 
adaptation throughout the company, and the necessity to involve skilled and well trained personnel 
in the process of production. 

II 

19 

A factory or a firm is an organization of interacting humans and machillf'S la system). It is not a big 
piece of hardware the performance of which is constantly improved through technological change • the 
way production is typically viewed in production function analysis. A system for one thing can be 
organized more or less efficiently and we have frequently observed how new, expensive and very 
efficient machinery has been installed in such a system without producing any noticeable effect on the 
productivity performance of the entire system. On the other hand, we can repon on many cases where 
simple reorganizations of the flows of intermediate parts between old machines and the men allocated 
to them have produced very large improvements in systems performance. 20 

Ro1C11bcr1. 1979. 

Haywood and Beaunt, 1985; O~mpsey, 1983; Voas, 1986. 

Eliasaon, 1982. 
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This becomes even more imponant if a choic~ between ·Product" and •process· innovation 
has to be taken as a guideline for development. While some countries have been able to procee.d 
along simultaneous paths in both areas - and these have usually been the developed countri~ with 
higl1 levels of skilled and educated labour - for some countries a choice has to be made with regard 
to which area should be concentrated upon. In many instances in the developing countries the choice 
of product or process iMovation is set by the factors of production or types of output. In very few 
ir.stances have developing cc.untries been able to produce new innovative products, as have the 
developed countries. 

Any attempt to move into areas containing higher technology value added products would 
have significantly affected the level of capital intensity in those countries under traditional technology 
influences. However, it has been suggested that the new technologies might affect the capital/labour 
ratio less, because they reduce the cost of capital adoption. 

Tli~s is, of course, in part a function of considering organizational innovation as part of 
technological innovation; however, even the technology alone may be capable of limiting the rate of 
increase in costs.11 

In summary of the above discussion on knowledge, science and technology, and their role in 
development in general, a number of guidelines or items for consideration emerge, falling into six 
main categories: 

(1 I Technolor,ical and organizational or institutional integration. Here we have noted that much of 
the improvement in performance in companies in the developed countries has stemmed from 
organizational or institutional changes preceding the t.?chnological changes, or at least 
alongside them. Japan has been a classic example of this. 

121 Ttie need to take note of the importance of tacit knowledge in the successful use of new 
means or forms of production. Merely buying a new technology may not be sufficient to 
utilize it effectively if both •mplicit and explicit knowledge are insufficiently developed. 

(3) The importance of the inter·dependence of industries. For example, textiles would not be 
adequately considered if the chemicals, plastics and paper industries were missing from an 
overall analysis of the industry. The filiere approach reflects this consideration. 

(41 Similarly, under the new relationships between companies. links between final product 
manufacturers and their suppliers have moved on to a much more long-term and ·obligational• 
se1ting which is likely to result in reduced prices, better quality and more rapid service. 

(5) Any consideration of a production system must take into account not merely the machine but 
also the people who have to manc;ge and operate them. Thus the man/machine interface 
becomes increasingly important in full competitive terms. 

(6) The distinction between •product9 and "process• innovation. While the former holds 
considerable difficulties for developing countries, the latter may hold considerable potential. In 
many instances organizational or institutional innovations may provide substantial 
improvements for such countries, and probably at much less cost than a simple reliance on 
new technology. 

Under point 6, on innovation, the distinction drawn has implications for the national policy 
responses, which will vary according to the stage of innovation attained. At an initial stage, it has 

---------·-
21 Mowery and Rosenberg, 19~9. 
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been suggested tharll the emphasis will be on product innovation in response to market needs. 
Measures to encounge the ma:-ket and the emergence of new (including small firms) will be 
imponant. such as by supplying seed capital and institutional and services suppon. With maturity. 
the firm will emphasize innovation :n the production process. Product innovations may be fewer. but 
a greater proponion will be technologically stimulated. Government assistance in technical 
ir.rormation services and specialized human resource develllpment will be imponant. Increased capital 
requirements to expand capacity will be addressed by measures such as investment tax credits and 
accelerated depreciation. 

Table 1.1 suggests that a useful distinction can be drawn between ·efficient• and ·effective· 
production systems. The ·efficient• mode might be said to conform to the old style of production 
under which somewhat Fordist or Tayloristic modes of operation were in use; while in the ·effective· 
mode an economies of scope approach was employed rather than an economies of scale one. 

Tobit 1.1 ConJrasting Approaches 

EFFICIENT 

Conventional layout 

Process Organization 

Long runs 

Large batches 

Max. M/c utilization 

Long lead times 

Large stocks 

Make to forecast 

Complex controls 

High indirects 

High cost and customer 
insensitivF, 

Source: Kaplinsky, 1991. 

EFFECTIVE ·-
Cellular layout 

Product Organization 

Shor runs 

Small Batches 

Quick changeovers 

Short lead times 

Stocks minimized 

Make ta order 

Simple controls 

Lower indirects 

Lower costs and responsive to 
customers • JIT 

1.4 BARRIERS TO INNOVATION IN DEVEWPING COUNTRIES 

The new technologies are quite likely to mean that old neo-classical concepts of low cost 
production being switched to the less developed countries are no longer valid. With the 
abii;cy to switch production possibilities so rapidly and to re-design the basic prod1Jct so 
rapidly being enhanced, it is quite likely that design, re-design and production will become 
mtJch easier in a developed country context, and therefore less likely to be switched to the 
low wage labour cost countries. 

Utterback, 1977. 
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This makes the need for innovation :md. more generally. technological development all the 
more crucial for developing countries. But it is clear that although innovation in both the 
technological and organizational senses is possible in developing countries. many barriers do exist. 
Moreover. there is growing complexity in international markets and increasing difficulties associated 
with breaking out of the developing country mould. 

Analysis of i~J10vative activity in nineteen OECD countries showed a close relationship 
between such activitj and national income. The higher th~ per capita income of countries the more 
the countries in geneial spend. comparatively, on research and development.u 

The conventional approaches to breaking out from developing to developed country status will 
be very difficult in the future if reliance is placed merely on low cost labour as a competitive 
advantage. It is possible for countries possessing low cost labo.:r to make this break, but only if they 
adopt srraregic policies which do not rely solely on that faaor. 

Even where developed and dev~loping countries have adopted identical technologies, in the 
former incremental improvem>'!nts have raised levels of efficiency in subsequent years, in the 
latter case many of these countries have actually reduced levels of productivity in 
subsequent years. In part this is a consequence of an inadequate conr.entration on the 
infrastructural framework which supports the use of new technologies. 24 

Such infrastructural failures include: 

• Inadequate levels of formal education; 
• Low emphasis on training for vocational skills; 
• Poorly maintained or non-existent logistical systems, e.g., 

transport, communications; 
• A low emphasis on management skills; 
• Poorly developed buyer/supplier relationships; 
• Restrictive technology and trade policies; 
• Lack of financial resources, 

etc. 

UNCT AD have also noted tt.at technology itself has contributed to the changing pattern in 
international markets. 

"Important in this context {the development of new types of mflnufaauring} are certain 
emerging characteristics of developing-country exports and the current international 
economic environment. Coping with the debt problem necessitates an increase in net 
expon earning. But the demand for primary goods is stagnant, the terms of trade are 
adverse and there is a continuous outflow of resources. The trends are likely to 
remain much the same owing to factors such as (i) the increasing substitution of 
primary material by synthetics as a result of technological advances, (ii) the 
orientation of technological advances towards materials and energy saving (iii) the 

Hom. 1977. 

UNIDO, 199:?. 
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increasing rate of automation and labour-substituting characteristics of modem 
technology. and (iv) slow world growth and the rising protectionism in developed 
countries. In short. technology has in itself strongly contributed to altering the 
characteristics and rules of the game in the international market~. 15 

It is nevertheiess true that some developing countries. or enterprises in these countries. have 
succeeded in breaking through to a more developed state. For instance. exper :ence in the Republic 
of Korea suggests that technological mastery of plant operation may be enough initially. and mastery 
of plant and product design may come later.• 

Applications of. perhaps. less than frontier technologies. might well be advocated alongside 
organizational adaption. particularly in the process rather than the product areas; and a strong central 
government role in a narrow range of industries. together with liberalized trade policies might prove 
the most advantageous course of action in developing countries. 

Trade policy is critical in this regard. and poses several dilemmas. On the one hand. too 
much competition has been seen as a danger. since this would discourage industries at a rudimentary 
stage from innovation in either products or processes. if for no other reason that surpluses for the 
associated investments would be reduced. Too few foreign goods on the market. however. will not 
only reduce the impetus and perceived need to innovate but will also, through the absence of 
technology diffusion effects. restrict the technical options and horizons for innovation.17 Moreover. 
the climate of wor~d trade has changed considerably since the 1950s and 1960s when the successful 
patterm of manufactured export-led industrial growth were laid down by Japan and the Republic of 
Korea, among others. Protectionism is now a far more sensitive issue, and the world trading system 
is characterized by commitment to open trade accompanied by restrictions to counter restrictions. 

1.5 11IE HUMAN RFSOURCE BASE 

Clearly the possession of high levels of skill and education affect the efficiency with which 
new technologies can be utilized. 

Acquiring the relevant skills for technological development is a 
complicated matter. The roots are in the national education 
system and the curricula. However, the theoretical and basic 
qualifications while necessary are not sufficient in themselves. 
Most skills needed are of a more practical nature and highly 
specific in relation to the technology, organization and firm in 
question. To acquire these skills there is a need for specific 
training courses, apprenticeships, and learning by doing in addition 
to the basic education requirements. 

In a UNESCO study, the share of students in vocational secondary educatim1 in percentage 
terms were very low, for example. in four African countries (see Table 1.2). 

UNCTAIJ. 1990. 

Fransman. 1986. 

71 Fransman, 1986 and K1plin1ky, 1991. 
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Tablt 1.2 Shllrt of Stlllhnts in Vocational Secondary Education ~r cenlJ 

Mauritius Kenya Taniania Zimbabwe 

1975 1.6 2.3 0.0 1-9 

1980 0.3 2.0 0.0 t.0 

1984 1.1 1.8 0.0 0.1 

1985 1.2 1.7 o.o 0.1 

1986 1.4 1.3 0.0 0.0 

1987 t.2 1.0 0.0 1.9 

S2ur~~= UNESCO, 1989. 

What is perhaps more a!a.'"llling than the fact that these percentages are so low. is that in most 
countries it has declined post-1975. Kenya with one of the most extensive educational systems in 
Africa has seen vocational training decline from 2.3 .,er cent to 1.0 per cent of the secondary 
education sector in vocational terms. 

The main problem of the education system in the Sub Saharan African countries may not be 
the overall volume of education or even the size of secondary education, from the point of 
view of industrial development. Secondary education is almost completely of a general ·arts 
and sciences• nature and the share of vocationally oriented education has not reached three 
per cent in any of the countries! This is extremely low. The corresponding share is radically 
higher in the developed countries: about 36 per cent in Germany. 24 per cent in France. 
about 14-17 per cent in Japan. Even in the United Kingdom, which has served as the model 
for the education systems in most case study countries - and where formal vocational 
education is modest - the share is about 9 per cent. In the Republic of Korea, a country 
largely following the Japanese developm'3nt path, the share has been between 16 per cent 
and 20 per cent in the 1980s. 211 

The same three main problem fields which exist in secondary education are also relevant at 
university and other higher education institutes: 

( 1 ) A lack of finance to provide university education generally. 
(2) Faculty structure biased towards arts and basic sciences at the 

expense of technology. 
(3) Limited relevance of qualifications learned in relation to the needs in 

the economy. 

Similarly, the relationships between higher education and industrial research - and by 
implication national development - has been suggested to have been a significant factor in the United 

UNIOO, 1992. 
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States.19 These linkages and their imponance for the creation. diffusion and ut:lization of new 
technologies has been an important criteria in developments in the industrialized countries - and have 
become increasingly recognized as major contributory factors in the growth of NIC. 

Whether these opportunities exist at the same level as a result of the microchip and the 
information technology has been questioned: 

·11 is not inconceivable that the industrial nations of the wl!St are on the threshold of 
a •technological revolution·: But if so - a~ that remains to be seen - the revolution 
will not depend on electronics alone. If it occurs it will only be observed in 
retrospect because of the time it requires to materialize and it will depend on a new 
organization of production that combines knowledge with new materials, new designs 
and manufacturing methods and perhaps electronics. But it will not arrive faster than 
the complementary growth of human capital takes place, and the nature of that human 
capital is still well beyond a generalized understanding and a theoretical 
representation.· • 

This was written in 1981. when the implications of the new technologies were only just 
emerging, but time and numerous researchers have tended to substantiate the view. For example, the 
UNCTAD repon (1990) comments that production possibilities were enhanced, not as much by 
increases in tile volume of labour being used, but by the changes in the skill and knowledge base of 
individuals. 

Investments in training and education at least matched that in high-tech methods. As such, 
they suggest that human resources are an important asset and that this accumulation and 
possession of appropriate skills is essential in matching with physical technological assets. 
This has accelerated the pace of technological innovation and imposed new requirements 
and directions of skill development - and as a consequence on socio-economic development. 

Clearly recent high technology research and development (R&D) in most industrialized 
countries has prompted both fundamental and incremental innovations which have offered new 
opportunities f·lr companies - both the suppliers and users of such equipment. Those technologies, 
such as flexible automation, computers, and robotics, require somewhat different levels and types of 
skill in the people using them, than did their more traditional equipment predecessors. 

The skills now needed in some respects will mirror the flexibility of the systems themselves. 
Traditionally metalworking, chemical products, electrical and electronic equipment have been sources 
of such flexibility. 31 But the new technologies call for a wide range of skills, combinations of 
traditionally distinct "technical. and ·managerial" skills. 

One example provided by Kaplinsky (1984) with regard to a new grade of "manufacturing 
craftsman" saw training required to carry out the roles of: 

29 Mowery and Rosc:nbc:rc. 1989. 

Eliuson, 1982. 

Paviu and Sode:, 1982. 
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• ... machine monitoring and operation; parts gauging; work scheduling; machine 
setting (including setting CNC controls. but l10l parts programming); machine 
changeover; preventive maintenance; quality control (including statistical process 
control tedtniques); tool maintenance; and problem diagnosis. In the old system all 
of these ,·;fferent tasks would have been performed by different grades of the 
workforce.· 

What :.i-i'!n emerges as a powerful weapon in industrial competition is the existence of in-firm 
expenise. n. ;~ is not merely in terms of levels of skills at shop floor or managerial level. but of the 
existence of .i! ability to search for, internalize. and successfully utilize such knowledge in the 
interests of the firm. Such abilities include the skills of identifying the relevant research results from 
elsewhere and to apply them in the enterprise: without these abilities. a firm cannot benefit from 
research programmes ostensibly directed towards their requirements.» Nor. more generally, can 
firms take iG"·antage of technological progress in other ~'tors. whether domestic or foreign. 

~ experience of developed countries 

The imponance of the development of a broad range of knowledge. scientifi~ and 
technological abilities in order to achieve - and to maintain - leading edge manufacturing capabilities 
has been noted earlier. It is imponant to stress also that these are needed in combination, and in 
particular, there is an imponant complementarity of skills and ability to succ~fully emulate best 
practice techniques from outside national borders: 

•Great Britain's experience demonstrates the insufficiency of high-quality science 
when it is not associated with complementary managerial and engineering skills or 
instituti0tis. On the other hand, the experience of Japan has forcefully 
demonstrated the remarkable possibilities for economic growth based on the 
systematic transfer and exploitation of foreign technologies.• 11 

Part of the reason for this successful transfer lies within the cultural and institutional 
framework of individual countries. High levels of investment via national developmental strategies. 
allied to a flexible though structured socio-economic system may have provided part of the reason for 
Japan· s success: 

•it may well be that pan of the reason for Japan's successful ·catch up· a~1d. in some 
cases, ·we over· lies in the technical change generated by rapid diffusion which was 
itself facilitated by appropriate socio-political relations and fuelled hy high rates of 
investment.· i. 

Mowery and Roscnber1. 1919. 

iolti. 

Frantm.-.n. 1916. 
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2. AUTOMATION IN BUSINESS STRATEGY 

The ;>revious chapter looked at automation especially from the point of view of national policy 
considerations. In this chapter, automation is inspected from the individual enterprise's point of view. 

Before considering investment on automation, the company bas to have an articulate business 
strategy, a clear view on to what direction it wants to change its operations. All production 
technology investments should then be evaluated in respect to the targets and to the existing resources 
of the firm. Automation is only one tool for company development. From this angle, it is not the 
technological side that comes up first. Introducing n~w manufacturing technologies should neither 
be a target as such nor should it be considered independent of organizational changes. 

2.1 BUSI~ ENVIRONMENT AND FLEXJBIUTY 

The introduction of new manufacturing technologies is always based on business 
considerations. such as raising productivity and efficiency or increasing production volumes. The 
diffusion of conventional automation was mainly based on the aims of reducing production costs -
especially labour costs - and increasing the technical reliability of the production process. In :he case 
of programmable, flexible autonation these objectives still remain. but the need to automate is 
essentilily based on other consideration. 

The need for flexible automation and increasing integration of production processes is caused 
by the changing eciJnomic environment. by new features in demand and by new production 
possibilities. New trends are apparent in at least three spheres: in the markets, in technological 
development and in international relations. 

In the end produd markets, there are growing uncertainties caused by rapidly changing 
demand structures. In developed countries, the demand changes are caused by a general increase in 
wealth. by tastes that are diversifying and fashions that are changing. In most consumer products, 
the m:u-kets are both rapidly changing and highly segmented. As a consequence, even the markets 
for intermediate goods and subassemblies become more segmented and more complex, and they 
change more rapidly. 

In the technological field, the microelectronics revolution has opened completely new 
trajectories for both product and process development. Rapid technological changes also mean 
growing complexity and interdependency between various technologies, uncertainty and a need to 
choose between parallel technological development lines. Thus the rCQuirements for technological 
knowledge are significantly higher than before. Even very large enterprises have fewer possibilities 
of mastering the whole range of relevant technological knowledge. 

In intem..arional relations. the growing openness in international economic relations is 
increasing competition between countries and country groups, and increasing uncertainty with respect 
to markecs. 

To summarize, the rapid rate of changes and growing uncertainties in the economic 
environment are pushing towards new business and production strategies at the firm level. There is, 
above all, a need to increase the overall flexibility of firm activities. It is in this context that modern 
automation is utilized. 



Segmented end product 
markets 
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Rapid technological change --• 

Growing uncertainty and 
need to change business 
strategy towards more 
flexibility Growing international 

openness 

Rexibilit) is a key theme in both modern husiness philosophies and in the practical 
implementation of automation and other integrated production technologies. It means an ability to 
change rapidly the production parameters of an enterprise, and be prepared for a continuous change. 

The issue of flexibility can be approached from many angles. There are, for example, time
related and guality/guantity-related aspects in automation. By combining these two features, we get 
six distinct dimensions of flexibility (fable 2.1). 

Table 2.1 Dimensions of .flexibility 

Dimensions of Static Dynamic 
flexibility 

Operational Tactical Strategic 

Qualitative Number of product Minor product and Major product and 
variations (al process changes process changes (e) 

{C) 

Quantitative Variations in batch Flexibility of Variability of the firm 
sizes (bl capacity (di size (fl 

Source: Ollus et al., 1990. 

The six dimensions are described below. When aiming towards more flexibility, firms may 
emphasize them individually. An enterprise may, for example, be focusing just on short-term 
operational flexibility and pay much less attention to long-term strategic flexibility. 

By increasing operational flexibility (variability, a-b), the firm strives, at a given moment, 
towards responding to the demand needs of various customer groups, botb in quality and quantity. 
The need of variability- to produce many modifications of a one basic product - is mainly based on 
markP-t segmentation. For the firm, the target is to get a bener firm identity (trade mark products), 
to serve customers better (customized products) and to achieve large en\lugh market size. To a 
growing extent, large markets are not achieved by increasing producrion volumes, but hy increasing 
product variety: 

A mass producer firm manufactures one commodity for thousands of 
cus:omers 

A flexible firm has to manufactures various products to reach the same 
number of customers 
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The qualitative variability (a) means obtaining economies of scale through economies of 
scope: decreasing th.: average unit costs by increasing the number of prodJct variations. This is 
possible if the firm Wll1 use the same fixed resources for the manufacture of various prodccts. 

With dynamic flexibility (c-f) a firm aims at responding - rapidly and with as low costs as 
possible - to the qualitative and quantitative changes in the market. This can be achieved by many 
means. Generally a flexible firm tries to convert its resources to a more transferable and variable 
form. It tries to avoid irreversible investments and aims at keeping them in a more liquid form. 
Thus a flexible firm needs: · 

General purpose personnel 
(fiexible skills) 

General purpose equipment 
(flexible, programmable machinery) 

Quantitative tacticaJ flexibility (d), the flexibility of pr<>duction capacity deals with the limits 
of economic use of the production system. The smaller the lowest economic production volume (in 
relation to the maximum volume of the system), the more flexible is the system. If the capacity is 
inflexible, the average production costs rise very rapidly when the production volumes deviate up or 
down from the planned level. 

Qualitative tactical flexibility (c) is the firm's ability to introduce new product models 
(responding to technological possibiliti~ or fashion changes) rapidly and with low development costs. 

The essential difference between tactical and strategic flexibility (e-t) is in the predictability 
of changes. Short term changes can usually be estimated or forecast with a certain risk, but long-term 
changes include genuine uncertainty.35 Thus strategic flexibility means the firm's ability to change 
its behavioural pattem~ and structures according to unexpected long term technology and market 
changes. 

One basic feature in all dimensions of flexibility described above is that in most cases they 
contradict the short term efficiency targets. Thus it is never a qu~tion of maximizing, but reaching 
the optimal level of flexibility. 

2.2 HOW TO REACH FLEXIBILOY? 

To increase flexibility, the firm can use many means. Among them are new production 
technologies, programmable 2utomation and other techniques of computer integration in the 
manufacturing proc~s. Technology, however, is not the only method to reach flexibility, not even 
the most important. 'FlexibiHzation' has its starting points in the overall firm strategy, organization 
and manuracturing strategy. The target is to reach a more flexible overall conception and 
behavioural model of the firm. It is a strategy preparing the firm for continuous change and a 
generally more unpredictable and uncertain future 

"CIM is not only technology, it is not a selection of machinery or systems, not even 
a far away target - 'Factory of the Future' - but a business management strategy to 
develop company competitiveness on shon and long term." 36 

Carl11on, 1989. 

Andcnin, 1989 
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In this approach. the first task is to specify wha! strategic targets are expected to be met 
through the proposed increased flexibility. The next question is to ask what problems can be solved 
with organizational renewals without any heavier investments in new technologies. The third step is 
to define the overall development path tow:rrds the desired new manufacturing mode or finn 
behavioural pattern. It is only on this stage. that technological issues really become imponant and 
the sequencing of new manufacturing technology investments enters the picture. In doing this. the 
organization. competence and skill related issues are as imponant as the straight forward questions 
of choosing and implementing the actual technologies. 

This approach is supponed by many case studies that show that starting from the potential of 
technology and just adapting flexible technologies does not lead to the desired targets: 

and: 

·some degree of organizational adaptation is also requiroo - and evidence increasingly 
suggests that the more extensive the technological change. the more fundamental the 
organizational change required to exploit it.• n 

·cIM projects should not be dominated by technology. The successful projects are 
based on positive attitudes by company management. appropriate finn culture and 
skilled. highly motivated personnel. It is also imponant to create a CIM-strategy and 
an overall plan in the beginning. The planning of CIM has to be integrated into the 
ncrmal strategic and long term planning of the company in such a way. that CIM 
strategy supports the business idea, the basic strategy and other sub-strategies of the 
company.· 31 

A high emphasis is put on management decision-making and on commitment of the whole 
organization. In the present technological situation this is even more imponant, while at l~t in 
theory, almost everyone has access to new production technologies. The benefits of technology- '!.g. 
the level of flexibility re.1ched - depend much on the answers to questions like: 

- why was it acquired? 
- when was it bought? 
- how was it adopted. 

and introduced? 
• what non-technological changes 

took place at the same time? 

• appropriateness • 
• timing, too late/early • 
• management imposition 

employee involvement etc.• 
• organization, skills 

management, etc. • 

Flexibility and optimal use of new organization technologies is an outcome of a complicated 
process, where many issues should be taken into account. This implies that as a minimum there 
should be au appropriate, integrafve corporate strategy linlcing technology to the overall strategic 
approach of the company. Key points of action in relation to technology decision-making include at 
least the following issu~: ,, 

J7 Baaant and Eulic, 1990. 

JI Liukko 11 ol., 1989. 

JO Preece. 199 l. 
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Articulate new technology objectives and strategy at an early point in the 
adoption process and establish mechanisms to ensure that they ars 

translatad into practice. 

Compare outcomes with objectives, and analyze the reasons for any 
differences found. 

Disseminate throughout the organization (which is much broader than just 
the plant in a d_ilfisionalized company) the information derived from above. 

RecognU.e the complexity of much new technology introduction and its 
demands on sta~ time and knowledge - and remember that it is just one 

element of an organizational change process. 

Rl'cognize - and act on - on the one hand, the distinction between new 
technology adoption and introduction and, on the other hand, the 

opportunities the former provides and the constraints it sets for the latter. 
Therefore, be prepared to put time and effort into the adoption phase -

anticipating enhanced and more timely benefits from 
introductionroperationalization' as a result. 

A recent Japanese survey of companies introducing automation concluded, that factory 
automation has to be - first of all - systematicaHy integrated into the strategy of the enterprise.• 
This involves clarifying the reason for introducing the factory automation system in the first place; 
then establishing an effective implementation strategy. The ne~s of a factory automation system in 
the plant must be analyzed and evaluated cautiously and thoroughly, in order to clarify all the 
problems to be solved. 

It is essential to establish a plan for the careful introduction of the new systems. It is also 
important, not only to have strategic discussions throughout the tntire corporation, but to review 
issues that have important influence on the extent to which factory automation can contribute to the 
expansion of production capacity and how automation can be integrated with the improvements of 
labour productivity and control level (fa1'!~ 2.2). 

Table 2.2 Issues affecting the n.:eds to inlroduce automation systems 

1. Expansion of production caoacitv 

• Speedy and accurate work 
• Switching work patterns. rapid change of product and accuracy 
· Expanding, fineness. complication and higt.er-precision of the production system 
• Product performance improvement, stabiliza~ion of ouality 

2. Improvement of labour productivity 

· Decreased dependency on conventionally ~ killeCI labour 
• Improvement in working environment and quality 
- Improvement of working efficiency and stability of employee 
- lmorovement of working safety 

3. Improvement of control level -- -
· Improvement of adaptability of pror:luction in hne with changing needs of the market 
· Increased speed of the feedback function of control 
· Reduction of unfinished products/work in progress 
· Elimination of all losses such as raw materia1, service and labour 

Sou1ce: Talcanalca, 1991. 

Takanaka, 1991. 
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The next stage is to build up a systematic plan of the process of implementing automation. 
Automation is not a question of the production process only. The whole manufacturing process is 
involved: production technology and organization, product variety and designs, personnel 
management, overa!i planning and control of production. 

In this stage, the plans should also be discussed and redesigned with all the people concerned. 
The automation system plan should not be handled in secret. It is necessary to examine the 
implications of the system throughout the factory by using the talents of all employees. It is ~sential 
that tht automation introduction area and its systems are build systematically and reliably. 

In doing this, the role of personnel involved is crucial. We will return to the imponance of 
employee motivation, involvement and training later in section 2.6. It is crucial to start both 
disc'15Sions with personnel and training early enough. In an automation introduction plan, at least the 
points listed on Table 2.3 should be checked. 

Table 2.3 CMciing points in automation system inlroduction plan 

1. Overall planning 

- clearly visualize the automation system introduction before stc.rting work 
- The system design of the overall factory should be well defined 
- the situation of surrounding companies who support automation system 

introduction in the plant needs to be considered 

2. Product design 

- Integrate the system design with product development 
- The system shall be bast-d on a long range view of the product to be manufactured 
- Review how the product design is to fit into the automation system 

3. Production 

- Standardize parts and establish appropriate groups 
- RE-examine the whole process in order to ensure CAD/CAM consistency 
- Rearrange processes where necessary 
- Develop a special exclusive process and machines within the company 
- Establish an effective controlling and operating system 

4. Persc.nnel management 

- Always train personnel for controlling and operating 
- Establish a plan for effective utilization of excessive manpower 

Source: Takanalca, 1991. 

Product design is critical for a successful application of flexible automation. The more 
comprehensive the change is, the more likely it is that the existing product designs are not the most 
economic to manufacture with the new system. Parts should be standardized in the begiMing of the 
implementation; the produd and proce.u technology design should proceed simultaneously. 

The firm should establish a procedure to plan the development of automated production 
system design. In the plan, the points of fundamental design should be systematically arranged to 
unify as far as possible the products or parts prior to the introduction of an automation system. 
According to Talcanalca (1991), the areas to be standardized and redesigned in products include at 
least: 
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Making products and par!s in series 

Making products and parts i:i modules 
and in units 

Makingstandardaedandcommonaed 
products and parts as far as possible 

Making simplified products and parts 

Making prod:.1cts and parts with 
multifunctions 

Introducing automation technologies is naturally not a solution for all production problems 
and renewal needs. It has both advantages and disadvantages. For a firm, it is important to estimate 
and analyze - before tl;e investn:ent decision - !he expa"led advantages and Jisadvantages. so that 
action can be taken to reduce the disadvanta~es. The most common advantages include at least: 

Increase in actual production capacity 
Reduction in production lead time 

R. duction of unfinished products in production line 
Reduction in duplicated investment on production 

equipment 

The disadvantages may often be difficult to sec? beforehand. In spite of the general notion 
of flexibility, many automation technologies in fact limit the scope of production flexibility. They 
malce a certain area of production mor~ flexible, but often even more difficult to reach outside this 
area economically. In addition to this, there are many problems and drawbacks included in ttie 
introduction and early ooeration phase of more comprehensive automation systems, for ~xample FMS. 
The;c.: problems are usu<Jly temporary, but it m~y talce years before the system is running as it was 
expected in the plans. 

The disadvar.tages most often present include at least: 

limiting the field of product development 
Greater costs when production line stops 

High production equipment investment costs 
Increase on high level maintenance technology 

required 

Extra proolenb are caused by management accounting issues. When factory automation 
systems are introduced, too much attention is often paid to the technical side only, :md insufficient 
attention is given to the control system and personnel side. If the control S/Stem does not adjust to 
the technical automation system, it will result in the effect of the intr<>Guction of the automation 
!:ystem not being measurable. The training and personnel problems will be discussed funher in 
section 2.6. 

Some problematic points related to control system and management accounting issues are 
listed in the following: 
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What about gaps between the reduced life cycle of the 
equipment and legal amonization periods? 

Increased investment ir'I software and its accounting 
treatment 

How to quantify advantages and disadvantages? 

Increased imponance of payback period method of 
assessment 

Change of indirect cost distribution standards from direct 
working time to equipment operating time 

Increased difficulty of defining costs by product because of 
the much greater element of indirect cost 

Increased impon2nce of cost control in planning rather than 
operations 

Increased requirement for simplified management 
accounting 

2.3 FLEXIBLE SPECIALIZATION AS A BUSll'\'FSS STRATEGY 

Automation was di~cussed above in the general context of business strategy. There are many 
business targets that can be reached by using automation technologies and many strategic options that 
can take advantage of automation. However. very often widespread applications of programmable 
automation are associated with a business strategy called flexible specialization. New automation 
offers the best technical possibilities for realizing the strategy, and the advantages of the technologies 
are often best exploited through the strategy. Flexible specialization is often seen as the key element 
in the new 'post Fordist' manufacturing strategy challenging traditional manufacturing thinking based 
on Taylorist and/or Fordist ideas on business, manufacturing organization and relations between 
machinery and human skills. 

Among the core ideas of flexible specialization are - briefly - the following: 

(1) Specialization is a basic condition for flexibility. A company has to decrease both 
horizontal diversification and vertical integration. For a large company this often means a tight 
commitment to the traditionally strongest business area; for a smaller firm it means the need to define 
a very clear main business area c:.nd target all operations into this field. 

(2) The ba:;ic difference between nexible and conventional (rigid) specialization is, that 
tlle company does not specialize into manufacturing a standard product or a part of one. There is also 
a simultaneous effort to develop the products so, that they become clearly differentiated trade marks 
competi.1g above all with quality. This further me.ms ihat quality thinking hac; to spread throughout 
the company. The Total Quality Management ideology is a good example of this. 

(3) Within the chosen area of specialization the company will operate very :;lexibly. 
Product variety will be increased within the decreased product area. This often implies an effort to 
develop custc, .. 1ized products, where the provision of a total service package (selling design, 
installation, training and maintenance as a part of the physical product) becomes 111 important 
dimension of competition. 
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(4) When the company is manufacturing customized products on customer orders. timing 
and exactness of delivery become very imponant. The company may focus on competing with very 
sbon delivery times - with quick service products - or it may build its competitive strategy on the 
long term quick response princip~e. on the ability to adapt rapidly to market changes. Th~ clothing 
industry gives a good example of this: 

·The whole operative model of the industry is slowly changing to the quick response 
principle. and products are now manufactured directly to various customers in the 
sequence of orders -with sbon delivery times. while in the earlier model the whole 
supply for the next season was manufactured beforehand in long series to store.·" 

(5) An essential feature of the flexible specialization strategy is that the risks of too 
narrow specialization are diminished with tight cooperative relations with other companies and 
customers. Linkagc:s to subcontractors are arranged through network relations and the product 
variety is extended with products supplied by panner companies. Firms are also cooperating in other 
business fields like research and development. Through networking linkages the company can 
maintain the strategic flexibility even in situations when the area of specialization is facing dramatic 
changes. 

(6) The strategy of flexible specialization also very often leads - especially in smaller 
countries - to internationaliution. Because of the relative narrow scope of product area domestic 
markets are usually not large enough. The imponance of exports grows rapidly. which also means 
the need to establish an international marketing network and later perhaps start up t>roduction abroad, 
nearer to the main markets. 

The strategy can be summarized: 

A flexibly specialized firm - tightly linked to cooperative networks - tries to produce 
clearly profiled quick delivery trade mark products with a wide range of customized 

varieties within a narrowly defined product area to an international market. 

The point of views of a large corporation and a small manufacturing firms to flexible 
specialization are, of course. quite different. The basic approach is usually from the large company's 
angle. For a larger company. the main question is to dissolve the rigid hierarchies and to be better 
prepared for operations in a market environment with growing uncenaintie.11 and a need to create new 
market areas. 

For a small firm it is more a question of narrowing the production area and gaining 
economies of scale through economies of scope made possible through flexible specialization. There 
are two basic approaches to flexibility for a small firm. Either it has a clear product family that is 
so well standardized and modulated, that the firm can afford to invest in effective production 
technology and in creating the necessary productive and marketing networks. The other strategy is 
based on subcontracting: the firm is not selling a product, but effective and flexible production 
capacity. The range of producticn can consist of a wide variety of products, if they have enough 
manufacturing similarity. 

The differences of small and large finr.s could be summarized as follows: 

Kuvio, 1988. 
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For large firms, change to flexibility is in the first instance marked driven: 
changes on the market compel more flexibility in the previously rigid 

production process. 

For small and medium sized firms technology push, the possibilities of 
reaching economies of scale through economies of scope, are more central. 

For them introduction of flexible automation may even mean decreased 
flexibility, but increased competitiveness in a field previously dominated by 

large firms. 

2.4 MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE AND AtrrOl\IATION 

Flexibility is the result of multiple changes within a company. It is a combination of 
technological and organizational changes. Thus manufacturing management with a clear 
manufacturing strategy is of extreme importance. l\lanufaduring strategy could be described as the 
efforts of the company to use and develop its manufacturing capabilities to enable it to pursue its 
:"mpetitive strategy over the long term.c The organizational and technological aspects of the 
change are combined by the firm's technology and manufacturing management. 

In the present situation with growing uncertainties both in the market and in technological 
development, manufacturing strategy aiming towards flexibility and sustainable change is becoming 
one of the major business themes. In this. management qualifications and management styles become 
significant.a These are some of the characteristics of managers that are goo::! at creating sustainable 
change in their organization: 

They have an extensive understanding of the environment 
surrounding the business; 

They are capable of consciously knowing what approach to take 
to making change happen in their own organization; 

They are temperamentally suited to the panicular change needs; 

They understand some of the complexities of the organization 
they lead; 

They are able to understand and direct the use of an appropriate 
range of 'levers' to bring about change. 

The levers of management are different in various types of changes the company has to fare. 
One classification of levers typical in i~1-'iic change situations is presented in the sl!tting below. In this 
context, the peculiarity of flexibility and flexible automation is, that they are applicable tools in 
prac~ica!:y all change situations. Actually, the need of flexibility is one of the basic causes for most 
changes. However. in different change situations the approach to flexibility and the weight of 
technology varies. 

4l Hayu and Wheelwright, 1984. 

43 Young, 199:. 
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Tablt 2.4 1)pa of businns change siluations and by managtmtnl issius 

1. Crisis 

• Selling pans of the business 
• Removing and replacing people quickly 

• Restructuring the organization to 
centralize control. clarify accountability 

and remove overheads 
• Designing systems to measure key 

short term performance factors 
• Communicating simple, powerful 

messages about Targets and 
Consequences 

• Visible personal leadership 
• Rewards tailored to short term results 

2. f'111e tuning 

• Introduction of involvement 
tt!"=hniques. Quality circles etc. 

• Training for performance improvement 
and skill upgrading 

• Systems designed to give detailed 
feedback on improvements 

• Rewards and incentives for 
contribution towards improvements and 

ideas or suggestions 
• Detailed organization and work 

methods analysis 

Source: Young 1991. 

4. Transformation 

• Developing extensive networks of 
'Change Agents' 

• Extensive use of wide range of 
communication media 

• Visible backing of the 'transformation' 
themes and actions by key people 

• Incentives and competitions 
• Designing systems specifically tailored 
to monitor qualitative performance. e.g. 

Customer Satisfaction 
• Extensive and intensive training and 

indoctrination involving a mas.:; of people 

3. Building 

• Longer term planning and strategic 
systems and processes focL:sing on 

investment 
• Extensive development and training 
• Recruitment. appointment/selection. 

career development and promotion 
• Longer term incentive plans focusing on 
improvement, market share and growth 

• Tailoring of Personnel practices aimed at 
retention of key people 

In a crisis situation (I) extensive new automation investments are usually not the first actions 
talcen. However, organizational changes related to rationalization and automation are imponant even 
in this situation, and to overcome the basic causes of the crisis, comprehensive technological renewals 
and strategy aiming at flexibility may be needed. In fine tuning (2) stage organizational issues are 
of the highest imponance. 

In transformation (3) and building (4) flexible automation investments may be central, and 
especially in these situations the automation strategies should be carefully integrated in the tow 
strategy and development targets of the firm. 

When introducing computer integrated technologies with the aim of increasing flexibility, 
adopting a very narrow technical perspective on manufacturing managel"lent can be disastrous. For 
example, it is very imponant to design the different interfaces of the manufacturing process: 

"Technical ospproaches to CIM treat all organizational interfaces as equivalent, 
because there is simply no technical reason to modify a standard for networking and 
communication in a firm. However, in reality, the interface between purchasing and 
manufacturing is not only unique, it is poised to experience a significant amount of 
change in the next decade. Another interface in deep trouble is the MIS 
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(Management lnformaiion System) - manuf~~ring interface. These interfaces must 
be managed for their uniqueness and propensity to change. •41 

There are several focal organizational characteristics which change when integrated 
manufacturing technologies are deployed in an organization. The changes can occur uncoordinatedly 
and by chance, or by purpose through systematic organizational dfSign. This, in tum, impacts an 
array or organizational outcomes, such as productivity.• 

From the manufactuiing point of view, organizational design bas two important aspeas: 

"' the interfaces between the manufacturing process and other functions of 
the company; 

• the manufacturing internal interface between the technical aspectS of the 
process and work force. 

The first set of interfaec!S includes the issues mentioned above - manufacturing and 
purchasing, manufacturing and management information systems - as well as the imerfaces from 
manufacturing to sales, marketing and other departments within the enterprise. The issues of 
organizational design of the firm totality will be discussed funher in chapter 2.5. 

The other dimension is work organization design. Traditionally, engineering design has not 
given much notion to work organization. The technical planning of the production system bas 
occurred both independent or and before the planning of work organization. Thus the worker bas 
usually entered a technically complete production system. From the engineering point of view, the 
machine system has been the subject of the manufacturing process, man only a supplement to it -
often seen either a~ a possible source of disturbances or as an object to be protected from tht: technical 
hazards.• 

This division is expressed clearly in the Taylorist doctrine of scientific management: planning 
takes place before production, and is outside the production process both organizationally and as 
activity. Within production it is the responsibility of supervision to take care of the practical 
organization, the worker only bas to fill the holes in the system of machinery. After technical 
planning of production, the manpower planning of a factory often has the sole target of minimizing 
the labour forc~.47 

This has been the fundamental approach also in respect of complex automation technologies. 
The basic target has been to create a fully automatic factory, without any or only with a minimum 
of human intervention. The basic ideology of engineering design has been the belief in perfectly 
functioning technology. Accordingly. it has widely relied on oomprehensive pre-planning. prediction 
of disturbances and minimization of the role of manufacturing workers. 

With actual experience, this approach. has, however, lost its appeal. With growing 
technological complexity, the number of unforeseeable situations and problems increasei. The 
systems simply cannot be planned in advance. Wilh growing nexibility the need for user 

.. &aunt and Ealie, 1990. 

Ibid. 

Sec c.,. Schumann et ol .• 1912. 

Sec c.1. Docrin&cr and Piorc, 1971. 
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interventions becomes even more important, and there are even fewer possibilities of planning all 
human tasks beforehand. 

From this point of view. the basics of engineering planning philosophy are being rethought. 
The flexible use of complex technological systems seems to require a completely new approach to the 
man - machine interface within the production process. The unforeseen situations require more K"tive 
intervention by the user. There is also more need for cooperation between different tasks in the 
process. caused mainly by the integration. dependability and complexity within the machine system. 

An uampl~ of organk.ati.onal chan1~: thL car industry 

Car manufacture is a good example of organizational mange. The industry bas been the text 
book example of •taylorized· work. Car assembly especially has been characterized by a high 
division of labour and narrow tasks with low skill demands. 

Since the 1970s. however. the assembly work bas gained new features. The picture of 
narrowly specialized mass production worker has faded: vertical and horizontal division of labour 
has been reduced, better skills and more comprehensive thinking are demanded from workers.• 
The changes have been interpreted as signs of a new. more integrated mode of labour force usage. 
This mode is characterized by demand of both high vocational and social skills. The requirements 
for new type of social skills - communicative abilities. cooperativeness and personal development -
rise from the more cooperative and flexible way of operating with continuous pressures towards 
changing ways of working. 

Vocational competencies are increased within the car industry by enriching the task contents 
of jobs, by redesigning work operations and joining them in new combinations as new jobs, by 
dismantling old hierarchies and distributing decision making power downwards within the 
organization. The target may be the building up of new working teams by demolishing old 
professional boundaries or increasing the flexibility of already existing work groups. These activities 
are supponed by systematic in-house training geared towards developing worker skills to more 
integrated vocational entities. The social qualifications are also developed through e.g. group 
formation and g10up dynamic training. Simultaneously, skills have gained more significance as 
recruiting criteria. 

Changes within the German automotive industry may be summarized as follows: 

Within the industry, there is a clear paradigmatic shift in use of labour power 
and in work design. A new type of car worker is being born, who has had 
long training and has 'obtained the basic information on the operational 
problems of modern production machinery and can with these skills give an 
important input to the optimal operation of the new production system'.• 

The differences from the former, poorly trained mass production workers - who in the 
German case were often foreign 'Gastarbeiters', are si~iificant. 

The changes have a wide scope: whole production systems are involved. And they are taking 
place not only within individual systems and firms: it is actually a comprehensive change concerning 
the totality of the production branch. The productions system, products, production technology llld 

" Sec c:.1. Ben:r.·Ovcrha&c 11 al., 198:?, and Kem and 5':humann, 1984. 

Kc:m ind 5':hum1nn, 1984. 
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ilSe ~f labour au linked to each other and require changes in each other. Product development or 
process development alone and as such cannot be taken as the clear starting point. And in respect 
of work organizations, the individual firms have alternaiives and possibilities to choose." 

The car industry is also one of the most advanced sectors with respa..'"t to using flexible 
automation technologies. A very important share of FMS, for instance. are in the sector. As an 
industry it also illustrates well the imerdependence of various functions: product. process. market 
strategy and external linkages. The car industry example will be used again later to illustrate firm 
external relations. 

2.5 WORK ORGAl\1ZATION AND SKI~ IN FLEXIBLE l\IAl\'UFACllJRING 
SYSTEMS (RIS) 

Aexible manufacturing systems are the most advanced and complex technologies of flexible 
automation. FMS also illustrate the variety of work tasks and the possibilities of planning the division 
of tasks within work organization. In table 2.5, the human tasks needed to make and to keep FMS 
running after imylemenwion are divided into three main categories. 

Table 2.5 Operating tasls in FMS 

Planning and development tasks 
. methods planning !transforming blueprints into sequence of working 

methods, speeds, feeds etc.I 
. programming (transforming methods plans into NC programs) 
. materials plannino (quality requirements, availability) 
. tools management !management and development of tool svsteml 
. production planning (batches, scheduling, route planning, work queue 

planning) 

Setting-up tasks 
. presetting tools plus transporting and fixing them (if ,ot automated) 
. testing (step-by-step testing, correcting and optimizat'on af NC or robot 

programs in a trial run) 

Manufacturing tasks 
. loading and unloading parts on and from pallets 
. starting and stopping the automated operations 
. monitoring of automated operations 
. quality control (checking of parts) 
. tool changing 
. maintenance (cleaning, chips removal, adding cutting oil etc.I 
. disturbance handling (diagnosis, repair, calling help if needed) 

Source: Toikka et al., 1990. 

Kc:m and Schumann, 1984. 
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Empiri~ studies on wort organization with FMS discovered a great diversity of ways in 
which FMS could be organized. It is interesting that the variation could not be explained by technical 
differences: 

•Different work organizations. :-ecruitment and training policies are compatible with FMS 
which are technically similar.· 51 

It is possible to create two opposite poles of this empirical diversity. two models of organizing 
FMS wort: 'traditional' - wort organization based principally O!l taylorist division of labour - and 
'alternative'. a more st.ill based organization type.sz The main features of the two models are 
outlined in Table 2.6. 

'Traditional. Grgalization 
hierarchical job and skill structure within FMS 
traditional division of FMS internal and FMS external functions (programming, 
maintenance and quality control) 
on-the-job training based on ·creaming off' recruitment (selecting the best 
from old production) 

·Alternative' organization 
homogenous job structure and team work 1t a high skill level 
greater deal of programming, maintenancE and quality control as FMS internal 
functions 
extensive off-the-job training enablin~ wider recruitment 

Source· KOhler and Schultz-Wild. 1985. 

An empirical German survey u.~ing the organizational dichotomy found out. that a narrow 
majority (56 per cent. n= 93) of FMS and FMC studied in 1985 were designed along me lines of 
traditional wort organization. based on high degree of division of labour.53 In these. the main jobs 
and wks may be defined as follows: 51 

'' 

MKhirlist: 

Plletizer: 

Main domain planning and developing (responsibility for praper 
functioning of the system, production planning). in addition 
manufacturing tasks (e.g. management of minor disturbances; 

Main domain setting-up (presetting and setting of tools, testing and optimization 
of NC programmes!; in addition manufacturing task le.g. management of minor 
disturbances. tool changing). 

Main domain 'middle range' manufacturing tasks (e.g. monitoring of automated 
operations, checking of parts, tool changing); in addition loading and unloading 
work pieces. 

Main domain simplest manufacturing tasks (loading and unloading of work 
pieces); in addition e.g. monitoring. 

KOhler and Schultz-Wild, 191S. 

Ibid. 

F~·Sccrtz 11 al., 1990. 

Toikka 11 al., 1990. 
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In alternarive FMS organ!zations. there ~ just one job classification: th!? system operator. 
lbe system operaiors were usually responsible for proper functioning of the systl?lll, t~ing and 
optimizing of NC programmes. maintenance of tools systems. loading and unloading of workpieces. 
monitoring of automated operations and maintenance (chip removal). Typical additional tasks were 
management of miner disturbaoces and q~ity control (measurement during machining). However. 
the most demanding tasks like programming. production planning. major maintl?fWlce and repair were 
much less frequently assigned to the system operators. lbey were usually carried out t-; upstream 
or downstream areas. and the system operator was - if involved at all - only working as an extra 
helper to a specialist from a department outside t'le system.9 

The results. which are in line with surveys from other countries.56 imply that different work 
organizations. traditional as well as skill based are compatible with FMS. even with technically 
similar systems. lbey do not. however. imply that technology has oo relationship with organization 
and skills. 

The two organizational prototypes are based on opposite philosophies of engineering d ... -sign 
and production organization that were already disi:ussed in chapter 2.4. lbey are not specific to FMS 
only. but to the organization of flexible automation technologies more gener:dly as well. The 
differences between the two approaches on various dimension are outlined in Tahle 2.7. 

Many argue that the 'present' trends - or the 'alternative· ways of organization- are becoming 
more common." The reasons for this are. as demonstrated above through th" ca-;e of FMS. not 
technologically determined. The trend is more an outcome of the actual experiences gained from the 
operational practice of modern technologies. FMS can again servl? as an example. 

The dichotomies of 'traditional' and 'alternative· FMS organization and 'past' or 'present' 
trends in organizational design have also been generalized to all modem automation. The two 
essentially opposite approaches to manufacturing development are called 'technocentric' and 'human
centred' approach. 

The purest form of technocentric approach has been attributed to the United States. '· 1m 
where it has been distributed to other countries. The approach constitut~: 

" 

,. 

• ... an anempt to gradually reduce human intervention in the prrouction process to 
a minimum and to design systems flexible enough to react rapidly to changing market 
demand for high-quality products. Workers and techniciam on the shop-floor are 
typically seen as unpredictable. troublesome and unreliable elements capable of 
disturbing the production and information flow. which is best controlled centrally 
through computers. The 'unmanned factory• is the ultimate goal. Only a residual 
role is assigned to workers. whose skills are supposed to be gradually incorporated 
into and progressively embodied in the machines." • 

Fis-Stcr7. ~I al., 1990. 

Sec c.1. Hor'.c: and Lindbers. 1990. 

Beaunt and Ettlic, 1990; BrOdncr, 1990; Toiklca 11 al., 1990; Hnrtc and Lindl\crg, 1990. 

Ebel. 1990. 
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Table 2.7 OYermw of generic trenils in organi:Ptional thsign to suppon CIM 

Area Past Present 

Skils Single functions Multi functions 
Long skills life-cycle Short skills life-cycle 
Skill life = employee life Skill life < employe(: life 
Fixed relationship to Emphasis on flexibility and 
task and equipment problem solving 
Stable skill-technology Varying skills/technology 
relationship relatio°'"hips 
One man, one skill Cross-trading, multi-skilling 
demarcation 
Training model: Training model: continuous education 
Apprentice - craftsman Need ~or system understanding 

Bimination of skilled/unskilled divide 

Work Organization High division of labour Increasing integration of tasks 
One man, one job Teamworking and role sharing 
Pre-determined tasks Semi-autonomous working groups 
and allocation Cellular manufacture 
Functionnine based Flexible teams, multiple 
Specializaticn and task roles and skilling 
fragmentation Increasing local 
Bimination of discretion 
discretion Alternative payment systems - e.g. for 
Payment by results skills, for team output, for quality etc. 
S• inPntisor as controller Suoentisor seen as rt..source 

Functional Integration Specialization Generalists/multi-functionality 
Differentiation Integration 
Coordination through formal Coordination through new roles. 
mechanisms a:ld procedures structures 

and informai mechanisms 
Demarcation and tight role Loose role specification 
specitication Team working 
Boundarv limited Boundary crossina 

Hier•chical Control via formal rules Informal and self-org~nizing within 
Integration and procedures broad framPWork 

Bureaucratic and mechanistic Opportunities for simultaneous 
Emphasis on standards centralization and decentralization 
Traditional tall and via networking 
ovram1dal structures Flaner structures 

lnterorganizational Arms-length and Close and cooperative 
relationships transaction based Long-term 

Short-term criteria relationship-based 
Tight boundaries Blurred boundaries 
Tradition of confrontation 
!with supphesl and lack of 

'Partnership' model 

investment (with customers) 

Organizational culture Mechanistic Organic and flexible 
Emphasis on local rather - the 'learning organization' 
than global goals and their Shared goals and participative 
optimization 
Non-participative 

approach 

Single looo learning Double loop learning 

Source: Bessant and Enlie, 1990. 

The Japanese, German and Scandinavian approaches to flexible automation are b~ed on 
different rationales. Especially in the Japanese model, companies introducing advanced, flexible 
automation can rely on a highly qualified, versatile and loyal workforce. Gradual improvements in 
production and quality, fully involving the staff, are the norm. There are many advantages ro this 
approach: 

"Integrated manufacturing systems are very vulnerable to disruption. Running them 
efficiently and, so far as possible, round the clock pre.c;upposes harmonious industrial 
relations, since work stoppage.c;, go-slows or other types of resistance stemming from 
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demotivating working conditions can cause major losses. The success of CIM, 
therefore, presupposes mutual understanding and co-operation between management 
and the workforce and its representatives. While the introduction of even well
designed CIM systems is bound to cause tensions, it also offers new opportun~ties for 
e:ia'lancing dialogue and breaking down barriers between the social panners - a change 
not to be missed.·• 

Thus the central role of personnel - and die difficulties of 'unmanned factories - are based on 
the complexity of technology. The profitability of flexible automation technologies is based on a high 
rate of utilization. This again, includes both the daily operation with a minimum of disturbances and 
the fluent execution of changes within the production process. 

These issues are especially important in the case of FMS. With growing technological 
complexity and more frequent production changes it becomes all the more difficult to maintain the 
high level of capacity utilization. Undi~turbed design and planning of systems has proved to be very 
difficult, if not impossible. In this respect. the role of work organization and work.er skills becomes 
uitical. 

Growing complexity 
and more frequent 

pc oduction changes 

Growing diificulties in 
planning an urodisturbed 

operation beforehand 

Growing dependency on 
users· skills and 

intervention 

A Finnish study of disturbances in the implementation and use of FMS revealed the central 
role of system users activity. Table 2.8 summarizes findings: the occurrence of operational hazards 
that induced user development activities during the 15 month long period of (the final) implementation 
and normal operational use. Disturbance is here defined as a situation which exceeds the normal 
disturbance handling that only restores the srarus quo of the system. 

Table 2.8 Disturbances in FMS by cause during the implemenJation and nonnal operation of 
tJu system 

Cause of disturbance Implementation (per cent, Operation (per cent. 
n= 110) n=35) 

Desian failure 34 43 

Component failure 31 26 

User Error 20 20 

External Factor 7 -
Undefined 8 11 

Total 100 100 

Source: Ku:vanen ti al., 1988. 

One outcome was that the need for active user involvement was already considerable during 
the implementation phase. The largest category, 34 per cent of all disturbances, was directly caused 
by incomplete design and could be recovered only through user development intervention. A typical 
example of such a failure was: 

Ebel. 1990. 
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• ... ill securing of a workpiece in the ;athe when the piece would fasten slanted in the 
jaws becoming out of tolerances. The users corrected this by devising a mechanical 
restrainer which prevented slanted fastening.• " 

It is reasonable to expect that the number of disturbances would decrease after the 
implemenwion phase, when teething troubles of the system were healed. This was the case. 
However, the share of disturbances caused by system design failures was then even higher, almost 
half of the total number of defaults. It is also notable that the share of disturbances with an unkn~\Vll 
cause was so high. This can be interpreted as a sign of the characteristic uncertainties of complex 
automation technologies. 

The need for active user participation in all phases of implemenwion and design of flexjh:e 
manufacturing technologies has been emphasized. In using FMS and other complex manufacturing 
technologies for flexible production, high and continuously expanding user skills are, in the long run, 
a necessary condition for success. The technical systems are really never 'ready': if business strategy 
is ~ on flexibility and adapwion to a changing environment, the manufacturing technologies and 
the corresponding organizations are also in a continuous process of change and development.• The 
Finnish experience suggests that users of the system may acquire a high degree of expertise in dealing 
with it on a day-t<Hlay basis: this in turn should be reflected in organizational and training measures 
undertaken from the top. 

2.6 SKILLS FOR FLEXIBLE PRODUCTION 

FMS is a specific case. the most developed and complex example of flexible automation 
technologies. The specific nature of FMS as a completely new type of socio-«onomic system has 
been emphasized." It is a system thed also requires both comprehensive, systemic successively 
developing user skil!s and entirely new ways of organizational thinking in using the skills. The 
qualification needs are a combination of very specific pr'lCess related, basically tacit skills and highly 
theoretical general knowledge and abilities with respect to the operation and design of the complex 
machinery. 

Studies on FMS work point out the need of continuous training for FMS users. In addition 
to good basic vocational education, the organization should suppon continuous upgrading of skills by 
both formal further training and learning by doing. A Swedish project with this kind of le.arning 
organization approach concludes: 

•An employee should never be regarded as fully trained - that is the ideal. But as the 
work progresses, it is important to absorb new impulses, experiment and try kicking 
off again in order to arouse the enthusiasm and motivation of everyone involved.· 61 

The approach is not limited to FMS work only. For example, in the Swedish context the 
learning organization conc'!pt is applied to a variety of renewal processes, where different types of 
technologies for flexible automation are introduced. A study on introducing flexible specialization 
strategy and implementing NC machine tools in Danish small and medium sized companies tells a 

Toikb n al .• 1990. 

Ibid. 

61 Toikb n al., 1990; Brodncr, 1990. 

Ari>cumiljofondcn, 1988. 
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similar story on skill needs and organizational development. Problems in reorganizing production. 
initiating new technology. changing wage system or other development issue can be avoided if two 
conditions are met: 

•... first, those firms which had least difficulty in changing direction also have a 
higher percentage of skilled workers, and it is a fair guess that there exists a craft 
ethic concerning responsibility and efficiency in production that provides the 
individual worker with a certain degree of autonomy as well as the ability to 
cooperate across the lines of traditionally defined areas. 

Second, this ·concealed' organization of craftsman-like production must be respected 
when new systems of supervision and management are instituted. This is difficult to 
achieve without giving the employees participatory influence because the organization 
is, as mentioned, a concealed organization within the organization.· e 

The same study also showed that in these cases production workers generally seem to be ell-6er 
to improve working organization or to mate work more expedient, to introduce new technology, e.g. 
obtain better equipment, and to meet new challenges. 

In order to make new technology efficient and profitable, it is essential not onJy to mate good 
use of old vocational skills, but also to add new ones. The old skills are needed in order to 
understand the process and materials - something which becomes incr~ingly important as the process 
of change intensifies. But it is also necessary to learn new skills, such as how to program the 
equipment. 

When production becomes automated on a large scale, as in the process industry for example, 
the process operators need to understand not onJy the process and how it is controlled but also how 
the computer controls the controls. 

•it would have been possible just to train one person on the new milling machine, but 
the company wanted to have a broad base of skills in the company. Everyone must 
know what he should do and what he shouldn't do. Then we don't need a production 
planner or operation list to tell us what has to be done. While production is in 
process, each individual is involved in the entire process, and they talk with each 
other about what should be done. Responsibility for the quality of the result rests on 
the op~rators themselves, and they can accept this if they have the right skills.• " 

What are then the skills needed in flexib!e production? As noted above, the type of skills of 
course depends on the manpower strategy used by the firm. However, many sociologists and 
qualification researchers are inclined to corroborate the hypothesis that a new production mode with 
less division of labour and with higher skill demands is about to arise.• 

Within manufacturing industries, a contradiction between a traditional and this modem 
production mode is becoming acute. In many up to date firms, the idea of skill-based production with 
a target of more flexible manufacturing technologies and organizations is displacir.g the traditional 
taylorized production organizations. 

Kriatcnacn, 1990. 

Arbelsmiljofondcn, 1988. 

6S Kem and Schumann, 1984. 
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This contradiction is not leading to a polarization in the skills of labour force in the traditional 
sense. At least not in the skills of the young labour force: the polarization line goes within different 
segments of labour market, and partly between the age and educa.ional groups. The older employees 
within more traditional industries and old fashioned firms are the losers; youngsters with high 
education - and active to a growing extent within the modern segments of ~--onomy - are the winners. 

However, the main efforts of qualification research have traditional)} ~een concentrated on 
the changes within different productive skills. These studies I .ised on task and trait analyses cannot 
find the changes taking place in the relative imponance of different types of skills, that gain in 
imponance with growing flexibility of production processes and more frequent changes in business 
environments. These types of qualifications are revealed by more thorough studies, that 

(a) analyze on the one hand individual's quzJifications in relation to the whole activity 
system, and 

(b) on the other hand investigate wcrk changes in the context of comprehensive 
organizational and structural changes. 

The results of recent studies stress the role of innovative and normative qualifications 
(Figure 2.1 ). Within the nonnative qualifications, especially motivational and cultural skills seem 
to gain in imponance, traditional wage labourer qualifications such as adaptability/submissiveness 
seem to lose in weight. 

Figure 2.1 Schematic prestnlalion of slill typts 

ADAPTABILITY 
(submissiveness) 

• traditional 
characteristics of 
wage labourers: 
obedience etc. 

PRODUCTIVE QUALIFICATIONS 

• skills necessary in copir1g with 
the concrete productive tasks 

NORMATIVE QUALIFICATIONS 

MOTIVATION CULTURAL 
QUALIFICATIONS 

• personal • match with the 
commitment to work firm and production 

culture 

INNOVATIVE QUALIFICATIONS 

• the ability to develop the labour process, the 
individuals ability to consider the actual worl-: 
situations, tasks and process organizations as 

parts of larger interdependent systems. 

Source: Vuorinen, 1991. 

Flexible compa.iies do not have much use for traditional, suhmissive and obedient workers 
with a superficial, indifferent and formal relation to the suhstance of their work; workers who just 
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de what they are aslted to do and work mainly for the wage. This kind of traditional wage labourer 
attitude and motivation to work is not enough for modern manufacturing firms. This meam, that 
many qualifications traditionally typical for entrepreneurs and independent professionals are to a 
growing extend demanded also from shop floor workers. It can be concluded, that modern 
manufacturing firms with advanced flexible technologies are looking for employees that are: 

• deeply cr!llmitted to their work 

• ci..lturally suitable to the employing firm and their customers 

• capable to continuous flexible reorganization of their own workplace 

• motivated and capable of being continuously trained in new tasks 

This does not mean that direct productive qualifications - to know what to do in order to reach 
a certain, preset result - would be less importar.t. For example, in metal manufacturing machining 
jobs both new and trad~tional productive skills are needed. Traditional machining skills are 
required, even though they are usually not actively needed daily, at least in three contexts: 

(a) the operator has m master the basics of manual machining in order to know how the 
objects to be machined behave during machining, to know what kind of machining is possible 
to various materials and what is not; 

(b) traditional skills are also needed in unusual/crisis situations where the machinery has to 
be opere&ted manually; 

(c) when production requirements override the flexibility of the system: all components and 
parts can not be manufactured with modern technologies (e.g. singular objects with 
parameters very different to other components), but they require manual machining with older 
equipment. 

An addition to the traditional, manual skills, new qualifications specific to numerically 
controlled equipment are required. Some of these - e.g. programming - can be allocated to specific, 
external personnel. However, experience from flexible production has shown, that both programming 
and manufacturing results are usually better, if the programmer is also a user of the system. 

In all, this implies that in most cases the skill needs in flexible production using advanced 
automation are as a rule more complex and more demanding than in traditional, manual 
manufacturing. In principle, it is possible to apply more traditional divisions of labour where tasks 
with new skill needs are separated from basic operative tasks. Many organizational solutions are 
possible, as discussed above. However, when production is undertaken with teams consisting of 
extensively trained, qualifit:d workers with good motivation and high commitmen: to work, the results 
are usually better - in terms of e.g. undisturbed machine utilization and better quality of products -
than when using a workforce with more hierarchical division of skills and tasks. 

In conclusion, it seems that wider diffusion of advanced, flexible manufacturing is linked to 
a new model of organizational L'linking based on a highly skilled workforce. In this approach at least 
the following issues are typical: 
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(1) For higher employee motivation. it must be realized that the enterprise is also a 
human collectivity. a life framework for the personnel. which must allow them to 
realize and develop themselves continuously in their work. 

(2) This orientation integrates a new conception of authority which leads the managers 
to consider themselves more as responsible than as superiors. it imposes a continues 
dialogue within the company; it also imposes the acceptation of the trade unions 
partnership in the enterprise. 

(3) On work organization level. the principle of ·small is beautiful' is valid. Rigid 
hierarchical structures are replaced by •operational teams' linked to a decentralized 
approach allowing a wide autonomy for functional and operational flexibility. 

Organizational renewal based on wide use of human skills requires, of course, good training 
and education. This involves all levels of educations: the national systems for basic, vocational, 
higher and further/adult education as well as firm, sector and technology specific training for new 
techoologies. These issues are discussed in chapter 4. 

2.7 EXTERNAL FLEXIBILITV: l'TIWORKS AND SfRATEGIC ALLIANCES 

Shop floor level changes, such as implementation of ne-w work organizations and introduction 
of advanced automation, are only the other part in business strategy of flexible specialization. Th~ 
other part consist of changes in firm and business organization. The flexible production model 
involves a relatively apparent trend towards more decentralized and informal governance structures. 
This includes both changes in the enterprize internal organization renewals and new linkages to 
outside organizations_ 

The main trend in governance structures is twofold: 

(a) Splitting up structures based on rigid internal hierarchies and strict control from upper 
levels towards more autonomous and independent units; 

(b) Moving from anonymous market relations based on money transaction towards more 
cooperative, long time development relations based to a growing extent on confidence and 
mutual dependency. 

Figure 2.2 Markets, networks and hierarchies 

I GOVERNANCE 
TYPE 

I MARKETS I 
I NETWORKS J 
I HIERARCHIES I 

BASIS OF 
RELATIONS 

Relations based on 
money transactions 

Relations based on 
coop11ration 

Relations based on 
internal powsr 

I 
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In large concerns this has meant a radical decentralization of power and breaking up the 
existing organizational hierarchies. Diverse business areas have been reorganized by establishing 
independent companies often with only common ownership under the same ·umbrella· - and the very 
general strategic management - remaining from the previous giant enterprise. Simultaneously 
factories and other functional units have gained more independence on strategic target fonnulation. 
decision making and practical operations. 

After reorganization. relationships betwel!n different con.:ern divisio:is. units and other parts 
of the concern are governed on a more equal, cooperati\'e way based on substantial factors and 
common long tenn development targets. not on orders and control of central concern management. 
The independent units have, of course. also full freedom to deveiop their external relations to other 
firms and organizations outside the concern. They are responsible to the central enterprise 
management only in terms of very general business results. 

The main aims of these changes are: 

(a) To gain more flexibility on the enterprise IPvel in order to reallocate resources rapidly 
from one area to another; 

(b) To create a cooperative organization of small independent units that are all able to react 
rapidly to market and technology changes; 

(c) To motivate management and personnel in the units to more innovative and committed 
activity. 

Such networks of independent units working in long time cooperation are not created only 
within companies. Even more important are networks between firms and cJncerns. Networks ar' 
an outcome of a trend, where firms - instead of horizontal diversification or vertical integration -
concentrate on their core business where their key skills are. Supportive functions and even parts of 
the main activities are to a growing extent ousted from the finn and acquired through various 
contracts and other arrangements from outside sources. Through these contracts enterprises create 
a network or strategic alliances with other companies. 

What then is acquired from within the company (hierarchy), through strategic alliances 
(networks), or bought from outside sources (market), depends on the type of assets involved. The 
core activities involving skills of high asset specificity are governed internally within the organization. 
Activities involving complementary skills of medium asset specificity are governed through alliances, 
various types of long term cooperative contracts. All other assets of low specificity are obtained in 
the market. 

Strategic alliances are created to all directions from the enterprise: 

(1) Backwards in the production chain: to a growing extent. intermediates are obtained 
through long term subcontracting, where the partners are linked to each other by e.g. 
continuous technological development in both products and processes. 

(2) Forwards in the production chain: finishing, marketing and other functions following 
the core activities are subcontracted in the same way a.o; obtaining intermediates. 
Technological links are involved here as .veil. 

(3) To supportive and complementary function.~: many supportive services are acquired 
through alliance creating contracts. This is especially typical for research and development 
functions but also for more common business services involving assets of medium specificity. 
This kind of horizontal strategic alliances - e.g. in using same trade marks in marketing - are 
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also created to companies. whose product variety can be used to complement the firms 
product range. 

(4) To competitors: straregic alliances between competitors are - with the growing 
complexity of technology and markets - becoming more and more common. The most typical 
are alliances on basic research. but marketing alliances (e.g. as market cooperation limited 
to some regions) between competitors are not unusual either. 

By splitting up the rigid. integrated hierarchical concern model and replacing it with a 
business organization based on strategic alliances, the enterprise gains more overall flexibility and new 
abilities to both get information from all its interfaces and to react more rapidly to ihe changes. On 
the one hand, individual - indepcident or autonomous - parts within the network: can react faster to 
changes than - hierarchically commanded - parts of a rigid concern. On the other band, it is easier 
to change partners and create new linkages within the network than within a closed concern structure. 
Basically. in the recent economic and technological situation. networks simply often are the most 
economic - an intermediate - solution to the ·ma1ce or buy' question. 

From the small firms' point of view, business structures based on networking relations mean 
that creating linkages is very important. For small firms. linkages and creating networking relations 
are even more important than for large concerns. Even a technologically competent small firm alone 
is powerless without the necessary connections and linkages to all outside interfaces. This is 
especially true for companies in technologically developed sectors. where small firm resources and 
internal stills are inadequate even for many ~ital activities. 

The network characteristics, conditions and various types of network linkages are nor 
discussed further in this context. However, an enterprise thinking about extensive investments in 
automation based on flexible specialization strategy also has to rethink its external relations. 

In an open world, flexibility only within the company is not enough. 

2.8 CONCLUSION 

Jn this chapter automation was considered from the individual firms point of view. For a 
firm, automation is not a target, out a tool to reach some business targets and realize the strategy of 
the firm. 

Automation strategy should not start from technology but from business 
strategy. The main questions are: 

What are the wrgets the firm wants to reach 7 
Which of these can be reached by organizational changes? 

What could be the role of automation technology? 
What are the costs and benefits of technology introduction 7 

What other changes are necessary to reap to most out of technology? 

The basic difference between rigid, traditional automation and modem, flexible automation 
is definitely on this level: the main target is not - as in case of traditional automation - to save labour 
costs, but to gain more flexibility both in production and in other activities of the firm. 
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The need for flexibility rises from changes in the business environment: changes in the market 
as well as in the realms of technology and global economy. Many compa.,ies in developed countries 
are answering to the changes by introdudng advanced automation as a part of flexible specialization 
strategy. The strategy involves not only new hard ie<.:hnologies. but also new organizational thinking 
and new ways of using labour and skills. There is a trend towards decentralized organizational 
models. which. more than in the era of mass production. rely on the skil!s of employees. 

In a firm. the new organization is based on flat hierarchies and small. relatively independent 
and autonomous unirs. On the shop floor level. work is often organized as production cells consisting 
of teams with highly skilled employees. each with broadly defined tasks. Autonomy concerning 
decisions on the way and sequencing of the production process is mostly delegated to the team. 

On the level of the whole company. flexible specialization im;olves the creation of 
independent units and divisions. These can be either completely independent, or connected to each 
ocher only by the strategic management of the concern. 

In interfirm relations, flexible spt ~ialization involves a shift from market governed relations 
to more long standing, cooperative relations. based on mutual contracts. In this sense. relations 
between concern members and other cooperative partners do not differ much. 

The basic situation for developini country firms is not very differP.nt. Production technology 
development has to be seen as a part of business strategy. The differences concern more the 
environmental conditions. the types of targets to be reached, and the possibilities to accomplish the 
change. In this respect. the pressures towards flexiblization 6Dd specialization are perhaps not as 
urgent as in developed countries. 

For example, the (market and technology) environment is - partly - different. less segmented. 
and not changing so rapidly, especially with respect to activities within developing countries. But the 
more O:>Cfl and technologically advanced the market in which the firms are operating. the more similar 
are the pressures towards flexibility. sp.!Cialization and use of advanced automation technologies. 

The way of introducing the renewal may also be different. For example. the skill based 
strategy is often not possible in developing countries. Or- tlle long run, however, raising skill levels 
becomes quite obvious. This is to be seen e.g. in the East Asian NICs. where advancing skills and 
upgrading education is one of the key areas for policy development. 
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3. NATIONAL FKAME\VORKS FOR DEVEWPl\IENT 

3.1 MARKET STRUCTURFS 

The imponance of organizational and structural adaptation (which has been called 
•institutional change·) has been highlighted by a number of theorists in recent years and a so-called 
·institutional determinism· has been pan of this discussion. 

In fact, some have maintained that institutional rather than technical change is the dynamic 
source of economic development. 

A key element of this type of organizational change is that involving the way in which people 
are used in both product and process innovation, and the concept of flexible specialization has 
received oonsiderable attention in the last ten years or so. 

·Flexible specialization also involves a rapid process of product and process 
innovation, and for this to proceed it is essential that the workforce panicipate 
actively in product and process development. Not only are two-way flows of 
information essential, but so too is a sens~ of direct involvement in production.· " 

This is analogous to the discussion earlier, where it has been stressed that the main benefits 
of automation at the factory level derived from changes in the way the work was carried out, the re
organization of production, rather than the specific benefits brought by the machines themselves. 

·1ust as the supply curve for technical change shifts to the right as a result of 
advances in scientific and technological knowledge, so the supply curve for 
institutional change shifts to the right as a result of advances in knowledge in the 
social sciences and related professions such as business. planning, law. and social 
service. Moreover. advances in knowledge in the social sciences and related 
professions reduce the cost of institutional change just as advances in knowledge in 
the natural sciences and engineering reduce the cost of technical change. 

This is not to argue that institutional change is entirely dependent on formal research 
that leads to new knowledge in the social sciences and related professions. Technical 
change did not wait for research in the natural sciences and technology to become 
institutionalized. Similarly, institutional change may occur as a result of the exercise 
of innovative effort by politicians, bureaucrats, entrepreneurs, and others as they 
conduct their daily activities.• n 

The Japanese system of production engineering has, in recent years, thus become a powerful 
motivator of change world wide - both in the d-;veloped and the developing worlds. Although there 
are obvious differences in cultures, needs and structures. there has been an acceleration of change, 

Kaplinsky. 1991. 

61 Binswangcr, Rullan, ''al .. 1978. 
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with all countries learning from the Japanese experience. and the adoption of those elements deemed 
appropriate to individual CJ.Ses. 

What therefore has formed the cornerstone of this growth in competitive efficiency? Three 
basic features have been suggest•:xl: 

(1) Reliance oa on-site information: Instead of relying O•l centralized 
information and direction for problem direction for problem solving, 
Japanese organizations typically undertake this task in a 
decentralized manner, relegating it to the lowest possible level of the 
formal hierarchy. 

(2) Reliance on horizontal communications: When problem solving must 
be dealt with jointly by multiple functional units, direct 
communication among the relevant units without clear direction from 
a common super-ordinate is typical (for example, the ·kanban• 
system in the manufacturing process. the ·ringi• system in 
administrative organization, etc.). 

(3) Ranking hierarchy: In both manufacturing and bureaucr.1tic 
organizations, personnel are evaluated by their contributions to 
collective prcblem solving rather than on the basis of more abstract 
measures of individual skills. Promotion often takes the form of 
transfer to other departments.• 

Another analysis of the Japanese approach to manufacturing is as follows:" 

• Learn from others; 

• JIT /TOC are imperatives for improvement; 

• Production people must control quality; 

• Non-Japanese can use Japanese techniques; 

• Simplify plant configuration - break down shop barriers; 

• labour flexibility is the key to success; 

• Have your suppliers deliver at least once a day; 

• Production managers and workers can improve systems themselves; 

• Simplify and reduce, simplify ard integrate, simplify and expect results. 

In evolving a strategy for computer-integrated manufacturing (and this can apply at national 
as well as enterprise level) there are two possible approaches: 

.. Mowery and Rosenbera. 1989 . 

.. lngc:noll Ensineen, 1983, and Schonberaer, JY82. 
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•Techno-centric•: this instans islands of automation based on advanced technology and 
gradually works towards linking these into a fully integrated continent - the 'factory of the 
future'. Here problems are perceived as principally composed of financial and technological 
elements and the dominant belief is that if enough resources are thrown at the problem it 
will be solved. 

·organo-centric·: in which the process of technological innov;:ition follows that of 
organizational adaptation. The pattern here follows roughly the prescription offered by 
Ingersoll Engineers: (1983) ·simplify, integrate, computer-integrate• and implies an 
incremental approach based on low risk, high return organizational changes building up 
gradually to higher risk technological changes such as CAD/CAM and CIM. 

3.2 NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL KNOWLEDGE 

The importance of the underlying concepts of knowledge. scier..:e and technology for the 
processes of technological adaptation and development with respect to industrial automation and other 
advances has been outlined in Chapter I. This sa..-iion discusses some ways in which the different 
types of knowledge in developed and developing countries can interact. and what are the respective 
roles of policies and institutions in optimizing this process. 

Foreign knowledge may stimulate the development of local knowledge-creating capabilities. 
but it may in other cases discourage such development. inducing argumenLi;; for protectionism. 
Engineering sub-contracting is given as. an example, with a preference for foreign sub-contractors. 
The encouragement of local capabilities would bring social benefits that would outweigh the 
differences in quality, etc." Returning to the positive features of foreign knowledge. they can best 
be realized only if the institutional capability exists for taking advantage of them. 

Much of the focus for successful development must therefore rest on indigenous capabilities. 
While these may not currently be at the leading edge of technological and organizational ch .. nge, the 
ability to learn from the experiences of others is crucially important. One way of doing this is by a 
strong concentration on raising the levels of competence within the developed countries. Both basic 
and vocational skills, tacit and explicit knowledge, require refining. Leaming by doing is, in effect, 
the argument in favour of imported knowledge or technology, and this can be made quicker by 
adaptive research. Equally, a locally developed technology that takes account of the local skill 
endowmenL<; will alSl) shorten the period for achieving maximum efficiency.71 

In suppurt of these skill and educational requirements are a wide range of intangibles is 
needed, such as logistics, information, and systemic and organizational changes: 

71 

While technological advancement is a preconrlition for growth, there are numerous 
institutional, structural, attitudinal and social factors which crucially affect the capacity to 
introduce or maintain the momentum of technological change required by short-and longer
term adjustment or structural transformation of an economy. These non-economic factors 
may in many instances strongly influence purely economic analyses of the role of technology 
in raising the overall output, produ-:tivity or competitiveness of an economy. n 

Cooper, 1980, quoted in Fransman, 1986. 

Bin1wangcr, Ruttan'' al .. 1978. 

UNCTAt'. 1990 
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This raises two further points for consideration by industrialists and policy makers in 
developing countries: 

• How can local input be increased? 

• Is it possible to reduce the reliance on and cost of, imported technology? 

With regard to the ftrst of these, this is highly dependent on the degree of technological 
complexity in the imported process. Without doubt much of the technological innovation in Japan 
and the West is overly sophisticated for use in the majority of developing countries. For example. 
neither robotics and FMS are immediately relevant to many developing country needs. Similarly, 
many of the computerized systems are too complex for use in these countries. 

For the second, it has been suggested that it might be possible to ·unpack• some of these 
technologies making them subsequently cheaper and easier to apply in developing countries. 

The process of unpackaging could be a way of reducing the cost of technology acquisition. 
More significantly, it could stimulate the development of certain technical skills and 
capabilities within the country or enterprise and thereby strengthen the total technological 
capacity and the domestic component in the technology mix. As the process of 
unpackaging increases, there would be a parallel increase in the mastery of technology 
through a leaming process. 

The scope of enhancing the local content varies with the complexity of the technology and 
the mechanism of the transfer on the one hand, and the level of internal technological 
capacity (domestic design, engineering and consultancy agencies, availability of investible 
resources, local research and development infrastructure, human resources, level of industrial 
integration and the like) on the other. n 

With regard to the levels of international capabilities and the transfer of their experiences to 
a developing countries context perhaps one example, that of Japan is sufficient to highlight a 
successful development from a count.-y that possessed a comparative advantage in labour costs, but 
whose strategies were founded on other factors. 

The success of utilizing international and external capabilities in the service of national 
strategies in the developing countries are however. conditioned by their abilities to approach industrial 
efficiency in a systematic way. But how could unbundling work in the area of industrial automation'? 
The main focus of successful unbundling would have to be not only on the technology itself but also 
on what it is used for, i.e. the new flexible decentralized forms of production that automation has 
made possible and increasingly necessary. Thus, with respect to the technology itself, the possible 
aspects that could be substituted locally would eventually include software, management, maintenance 
and system integration skills. With respt.ct to the organizational changes associated with industrial 
automation, there is scope for enterprises in developing countries to expand considerable their usr. of 
design change as a response to market change, for instance. Some of the infr.:.structure for this exists 
in the availability of improved telecommunication links between developed and developing countries. 
However, development of the different skills needed will require considerable efforts in design, 
marketing, and management training. 

UNCTAD, 1990. 
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3.3 GOVERNML,"'T, TRADE A?\1> TECHNOLOGY POLICIES 

It is obvious that there is no simple answer to the question of what role governments and 
markets play or should play in the advance of science and technology. Clearly. they have a valuable 
role in stimulating the framework of these two areas, and in providing some of the necessary 
education and training infrastructure_ The role of the government as a facilitator of innovation by 
promoting the smooth transition to more advanced technologies is quite different from the role of 
comprehensive planner, controlling prices, investment and other firm decisions through a regulatory 
mechanismu_ The importaiice of this role as a facilitator or innovation is crucial, since inadequate 
guidance and infrastructure at the applied level. The wider role of the state in championing industries 
growth is the more f!uestioned one. In Europe. the trend in recent years has been away from such 
active targeting at the national level, although at EC level industrial R&D has received considerable 
emphasis. In the United States. there are increasing calls for government action to reverse what is 
seen as a lack of competitiveness and a specific challenge from EC. Japanese, and developing country 
producers. 

In tMs context. it may well be that strong central government directives and suppon should 
be directed at sp~ific sectors. rather than attempts to be made to compete in all Se\..--tors and be 
successfui in none. 

In this connexion. the experience of Japan is relevant: 

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry decided to establish in Japan 
industries which require intensive employment of capital and technology. 
indusrri~s that in consideration of competitive cost of production should be the 
most inappropriate for Japan, industries such as steel. oil refining. 
pettoehemicals, automobiles, aircra~ industrial machinery of all sorts, and 
electron:1cs including electronic computers. From a shon-run static viewpoint, 
encouragement of such industries would seem to conflict with economic 
rationali:>m. But, from a long-range viewpoint, these are precisely the industries 
wh~re income elasticity of demand is high, technological progress is rapid, and 
labour !?roductivity rises fast". 

If the role of the state is inadequate, then no matter how successful the education Clr science 
system per se, the benefits of this may not be exploited industrially. The failure of the united 
Kingdom to match th:: level of industrial research of United States manufacturing has been attributed 
not only to the iildustrial institutional agency of the past, but to the failure of government policy in 
trying to change thisu. 

The above discussion can be summarized as follows: The focus of government policy should 
be directed towards developing a central, strategic and long-term role aimed at providing an efficient 
infrastructure and, in collaboration with its industrialists and research hased, seek to achieve market 

NoU. 1982. 

OECD. 1989. 

76 Mowery alld Ro1enhcr, 1989. 
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penetration in a limited number of niches. In some ~es this could even be facilitated by using its 
own power as a purchaser of goods and services towards promoting technological innovation. 

In short, the best policy might be one aimed at providing: 

• an adequate infrastructure; 

• strategic guidance; 

• support for a very limited number of technologies in limited market niches; and 

• provision of a liberalized trade policy. 

All developed countries have protected their domestic agriculn.re, industry or services at one 
time or the other, and behind the 'success• stories of some of the larger developing countries with an 
export-oriented trade policy has been a period of efficient import substitution, technological learning 
and dynamism. In determining the variaus elements that would comprise a trade policy, with 
adequate attention paid to technology, consideration would need to be given to inter-sectoral and intra
sectoral relationships so as to ensure a certain degree of technological consistency. The time element 
is also important, in that any trade policy entails suitable efforts to create a technological base and 
capabi!ities to sustain it. Technology transfer policies encompassing effective transfers from R&D 
institutes, innovations at enterprise level and imports from abroad could perhaps be made to contribute 
to the implementation of the trade policy objectives.17 

In spite of the benefits of free trade, there are certainly some arguments remaining in favour 
of a limited degree of protection for industries in developing countries at an initial stage of 
development. It has often been pointtd out that countries that were very successful in terms of 
manufacturing exports-led growth had nevertheless devoted careful attention to controlling foreign 
competition for their industries, especially at an early stage. However, reliance on import substitution 
and protection of "infant industries" can only be part of an overall development strategy, one which 
takes full account of linkage qu'!.':tions, for instance. 

The distinction has to be made between a strict definition of infant 
industries, and trade barriers to development. For example, the decision to 
prevent the import of machine tool controllers from outside Brazil, e.g. from 
Germany, Japan and the United States, may have been beneficial to the 
computer industry there, but was certainly counter productive for the 
Brazilian machine tool industry. The Argentinean machine tool industry, by 
contrast, was able to fit such more efficient controllers. 

Similarly in the United States, it has been argued that artificial barriers to the import of 
semiconductors from Japan - in order to protect the indigenous industry, may prove to be a poor use 
of trade policy, because it restricts access of computer manufacturers to necessary components. 

As Mowery and Rosenberg (1989) observe, this is leading to border crossing between 
technology and trade policies. In the case of the United States they note the challenge this presents 
to trade policy, which arises as a result of dynamic change within the technology field and the 
relatively rigid trade policies noted in the above quote. 

n UNCTAD, 1990. 
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This raises a considerable dichotomy with regards to the free flow of trade and information 
between countries, particularly with reference to the growth of economic blocs in the world, and the 
frequently and increasingly resulting barriers. 

There is little doubt that two of the factors which have influenced innovation have been (I) 
the interaction between governments and industries in order to promote change; (2) the growing level 
of dependence between economic and technologica: infrastructures. 

In fact, with the growth of regional trading blocs in the world economy. and the increasing 
sensitivity of world markets to pol icy interventions, the convergence of industry. trade and technology 
policies is accentuated. Even in countries where such policy development is rudimenwy. 
consideration of such interrelationships is essential. This set of issues will mate the task of policy 
formulation and development in some developing countries even more difficult. 

Developed countries, by contrast, review their technology policies on a continuous basis. The 
following are some considerations from a German perspective (~mphasis aoded): 

·TMsis No. 1 
A long-range policy of active structural change and adaption to changing conditions 
within the world economy must attempt to make the best use of the present strong 
points of our national economy. i.e .• it must first of all improve the preconditions and 
strengthen the strui:tures for technical innovations in those industries holding a strong 
position on the world market, i.e. mechanical and electrical engineering as well as 
chemical industries, in which about 40 per cent of all jobs directly or indirectly 
depend on e'(pons. We would not strengthen our competitiveness if we subsidized 
industries which are comparatively stronger in other countries. 

Thesis No. 2 
The input that can probably be increased most easily within the Federal Republic is 
the level of education of our people. Technological lcnowhow will be one of the 
major features of goods to be exported in the future. 

Thesis No. 3 
Apart from technological innovation, we shall have to promote social innovations for 
the population to improve the quality of life. 

In order to increase the overall efficiency of our economy, private and public 
services will have to be taken into account far more than up to now. When the 
service sector expands, measures to improve efficiency will be of increasing 
imponance for achieving a higher degree of productivity of the economy as a whole. 

Thesis No. 4 
The djvjsjon of labour between countries must be conceptualized not only with regard 
to the developing countries, but between developed countries, too. The Federal 
Republic will have its place somewhere in between countries like the USA with a 
huge domestic market and countries lite Switzerland and Sweden with small domestic 
markets and only a few top technology products to serve the world market. 

Thesis No. 5 
Small- and medium-sized entewrises will play a major role in this new concept. not 
because of some ideological belief in market forces - maybe in spite of it -, but 
because the potential of an economy to search for new changes and to have a high 
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rate of innovation depends on the right mixture of large companies and small and medium
sized enterprises and their inter.tction. 

These theses are based on a specific view of the problem involved. and they include a 
conceptual element which: 

• points to the.task of working out, on a medium-term basis. a concept to be agreed 
upon by the groups "°'ncemed with and participating in the economic process: 

• raised the problem of transforming this concept into social and economic realities. 

Though written in 1976 it is obvious that these have tended to be long-term goals sPl for 
German industry, and strongly pursued as technology policy by the tripartite organizations of state. 
industry and workers. Such types of well-formed long-term policy objectives have been a crntral 
characteristic in many developed economy countries. The contrast between this approach and that 
in, for example, many African countries is quite profound. 

African countries have typically-regardless of their political system and ideological emphasis -
a rather centralized system for long term policy planning. This even applies for one of the most 

successful market-oriented economy - Mauritius - with its quite comprehensive three-year national 
development plans. The countries usually had national plans for five year periods and sometimes 
specific longer term development plans. The main policy focus is on long and medium term targets. 
The long term policy is, however, only partially achieved. There are often quite drastic shifts both 
in focal sectors and targets for development from one plan to another. In addition to this, the five
year plans were not always in line with either the longer term development programmes or the actual 
shon term policies carried out. 

In developing countries, autonomy in local decision-making is reduced and the scope for 
actual policy implementation is limited. The situation has been worsened by the debt crisis, which 
again wakened the level of local autonomous decision-making. This means that the environment for 
policy making has been weak and has worsened over time. With limited control over the material 
and economic base, there can hardly be independent local decision-making by the national 
governments. On the olher hand, a new commitment to private sector development and foreign direct 
investment is now evident. The kind of decision-making now required is less detailed and more far
reaching. 

Industrial development can only be furthered by a type of intervention which is conscious of 
the need to have more industry and the need to encourage more efficient industry. One test for this 
growing efficiency is a growth in the l'lumber of internationally competitive products manufactured: 
!his further underlines the significance of technology. 

Lessons learned from African experience, that may be more generally applicable. include the 
following: 
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• Factors other than price play a major role in determining the extreme variations in efficiency 
occurring within different industrial sub-sectors, in particular the role of management, machine 
design and en~ineering slulls play a critical role in explaining thes<! differences; 

• sustained manufactured exports require far more than short-run cost advantages; 
• management and machinery choice questions are vital to the creation of viable industries; 
• sheltered regional markets can as!'ist the drive to create efficient manufacturing units; 
• the development of manufacturing depends critically upon the presence and promotion of an 

adequate base of domestic skills; 
• sustained import substitution and the development of linkages between sub-sectors of 

manufacturing and between manufacturing and other productive sectors are unlikely to be 
developed witr.in recourse to specific incentives and industrial promotic.n activities which need 
at least medium-term financing. 

• a liberal trade regime is not a sufficient condition for efficient manufacturing production. 79 

The formulation of policies is an important task that goes beyond tne recognition of problems 
and the definition of objectives. Detailed attention has to be given to the selt>Mion of instruments and 
the improvement of mechanisms. The whole range of tools at th:.: disposal 01 governments has to be 
assessed for its relevance to the task. The needs and perceptions of the industrial sector itself have 
to have the cardmal role in determining what policies are pursued. In this connexion the following 
recommendations on policy formulation, drawn up in Germany in 1976 by Krupp. ilfe worth 
considering as a starting point: 

Recommendations on Policy Formulation 

It is the main obj .ive of the recommendations below to improve tr.e information recording and 
handling capacity of public and private decision-making bodies with resrect to policies of structural 
change. 

• lmprov.? existing mechanisms and create new ones in o:der to achieve anticipative and 
sensitive problem perceptivity in government and industry (e.g.,look-out groups, 
technology assessment). 

• Make sure that each identified problem is being taken up by at least one competent 
promoter (e.g., through the coordination powers of the Ministry of Research and 
Technology). 

• Interconnect problem perception and identification between different governmental 
bodies as well as between governments :!nd industry (e.g., co·moti\'ation in joint 
teams, personnel mobility, joint ventures of government and industry!. 

• Intensify res"arc~. on technn-economic change. 

• Reorganize institutions of social science in order to increase their political relevance; 
establish teams integrating social scientists and technolo~ists in close contact with 
practical problems. 

• Establish and/or s!rengthen social scienct. and olanr.ing grouos in all public research 
institutions in order to increase the general awareness of the systems implications of 
R&D and innovation. Exchange personnel between these gro•.1ps, government and 
industry. 

• Promote the establishment of gate keepers in irdustry. 

• Review major government programmes periodically and take action in order tc> relieve 
committed budgets in favor of flexible smaller-scale inputs. ·ihe rate of adaptati12n of 
the research and innovation system lO changinQ priorities may be increased. 

Riddell, 1990. 
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4. mE MACRO-LEVEL EFFECTS OF AUTOMATION 

Chapter 2 dis1..-ussed the finn- or micro-ltl·d aspects of automation. The starting point was 
that automation as such is DO target, but only a tool for a company to enforce certain business 
strategies. It was also emphasized that there are DO immanent, pre-set effects of automation 
technology on issues like work organization, skill structure or employment level of the enterprise. 
These all depend on the manufacturing, organization and business strategies chosen by the firm. Even 
very disparate organi7.ational solutions seemed to be appropriate, depending on the strategic targets 
and market or other business environment related issues of the company. 

Thus, strictly taken, it would be false to speak of any direct effects of automation on macro 
or national economy level either. The macro effects are more a statistical outcome of diverse, and 
often conflicting, changes in institutional behaviours. These macro effects of new technology diffusion 
have, however, been a major concern in all developed countries for a Jong time. Especially the 
labour market, employment, skill requirement and regional effects have been under extensive study 
and discussion ever since the first applications of microelectronic technologies became widely 
available. Negative employment effects are also one of the main obstacles for more active technology 
diffusion policies in developing countries. 

So far, the vast body of research has not been able to produce any very consistent results. 
The research findings are often \'ery contradictory, depending both on the methods used and on the 
data available. 

In addition to automation impact on employment, effects on labour force training and 
education needs are another major question in :nost countries. These issues have already been 
touched in Chapter 2. This chapter examines - in addition to employment effects - the consequences 
of changing production technologies and automation on educational and training systems: what kind 
of new arrangements are needed to cope with technological change? 

4.1 EMPWYMENT EFFECTS 

Employment effects of new production technologies have been studied at various levels, for 
example: 

• at the level of single technologies (effects of one type of machinery 
on the direct labour needs); 

• at the level of the firm (effects of technological change on labour 
needs in one firm, either only on the shop floor, in one single plant 
or in the whole firm); 

• at the sectoral level (effects of technological change to labour needs 
in one industrial sector); 

• or at the national economy level (effects of techMlogical change on 
employment in the whole economy in one country). 
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It is actually only on the first. the simplest level. that we can speak of production technology 
effects only. On all the other levels various other changes enter the picture: new product designs and 
varieties. new organizational structures and managerial practices, economic consequences of changes 
in consumer preferences and market demands, economic multiplier effects etc. In the following, we 
briefly summarize some research results on various levels of employment effects of modern 
automation. 

Dirta effeas on w produaion proctss ltvel 

The most elementary way tc evaluate employment effects - growth of labour productivity 
achieved by using new production technologies - is to look at the possible machine level replacement 
effects. A very common method is to compare the amount of labour needed to reach a fixed 
production quantity with conventional and new technology. Theoretically. the effects of technology 
diffusion on the national economy level would then be easy to calculate. 

For NC tools a common productivity effect estimate is that one NC machine tool is able to 
replace approximately two workers. Thus one man with one NC machine tool would be as i;>roductive 
as three men with conventional machinery. So. for example. the accumulated labour replacement 
effects of the US population of 222,356 NCMTs in 1988 would have been almost 450.000. 

Similarly. it has been estimated that the replacement effects of one robot would also on 
average be two workers.• In the US case this would mean a redu~tion of approximately 65,200 
work places by 1988. caused by a robot population of 32,600. There is, however. a wider variation 
in robotization effects. depending on the type of technology. products and process design. 

The effects of CAD and FMS are more difficult to evaluate. CAD systems are applied to 
increase the productivity of various design personnel and drawers. The studies referred to above 
estimate that the introduction of one CAD system would decrease the labour input by on average * 
of a worker. 

The estimate is based on two assumptions: labour productivity will increase three fold. but 
only about one fourth of a planners/designers work time is spend in CAD work.11 Thus. the United 
States stock of 210.000 CAD systems in use in 1988 would have caused a reduction of 15'!.SOO work 
places. 

In the case of FMS. the effects are even more complicated. lbe total outcome is more than 
the effects caused by individual FMS components - NCMTs, robots. etc. Accordini: to an IJASA 
inquiry. the actual implementation of FMS has, on the process level, decreased the labour input need 
by SO to 80 per cent. 

There are, however, remarkable country and system-wise differences. According to the 
IIASA survey, labour needs have decreased least in Finland (52 per cent), where both the systems 
and product series are small. Less flexible systems with many machines that produce very long series 
are the opposite examples. They may have led to reductions of hundreds of workers. 

When calculated this way, the total reduction of labour force caused by the diffusion of 
flexible automation technologies vary hetween 2 and 7 per cent of the overall c:.mployment in 
engineering industries in the respective countries. This means, theoretically, that if production 

IO E.dquisl and J1cob11on, 1988. 

II Ibid. 
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volumes remain unchanged. industrial work places would be reduced quite notably. when conventional 
technology is replaced with programmable automation. 

In practice. the estimated labour force effects are seldom realized. Neither do the production 
volumes nor product qualities remain unchanged. And the more comprehensive the change within 
the company. the more difficult it is to compare the prt>·w'ious situation to the new one after the 
introduction of new machinery. 

This is especially evident in the case of FMS. FMS are practically never talcen into use in 
static circumstances. without any changes in quantities or qualities of products manufactured or 
changes in the production structures and divisions of labour inside the company. within various 
departments. 

Calculations such as this simplify the real situation even further. All indirect effects are left 
out of consideration. For example, the introduction of CAD is often a part of a more extensive 
change, where production is oastomized. the modernization of product variety is speeded up and the 
number of details to be designed is being increased. The number of plans and drawings to be done 
after the implementation of CAD is usually much larger than before, and the growth in the number 
of tasks often compensates for the growth in productivity. 

Side functions are left out of consideration as well. Changes in repair. maintenance and 
cleaning are often important. It is. however, qu;~e difficult to evaluate the changes in these spheres 
in the introductory phase, while the real needs only accentuate in later phases. 

Effects on the factory levels and consequences on other departments of the company are still 
possible to evaluate. For example. for factory arrangement and design less people are - at least in 
principle - needed, while administration will be simplified. The further the move towards an 
integrated CIM conception, the tighter will administration and production planning be integrated in 
the same information system. 

The most important savings in automation investments have often come from the 
ratio=1alizalion, simplification and integration of productiu.1 planning.a 

Organizational changes bring new complexities into the picture. For example in implementing 
FMS the production arrangements are changed on many dimensions. Not all work done with the old 
machinery may move to FMS, it may move ro other departments in the factory. Correspondingly, 
FMS is quite likely to get tasks from other units in the factory as well. Thus it is rather difficult to 
calculate the overall labour effects even on the level of one system. On the level of the whole factory 
the effects are even more complex. 

Case studies may be more useful exposing the real effects of automation implementation. In 
a Finnish study on the implementation of a flexible cell in the manufacture of gearwheels decreased 
the workforce by one, and another had to take unpaid leave for a while. The introduction of FMS 
in the manufacture of gearwheels decreased the workforce by five with an additional two for unpaid 
leave. In two years since the implementation, the work force had continued to diminish and by the 
autumn of 1989 the overall decrease reached approximately SO per cent of the original work force 
within the unit. Again, this study dealt only with the effects on a single production process level, the 
effects of e.g. changed division of labour within the plant were left out, as were the effects on all 
other departments of the factory. 8 

12 
Ollu1 ''al., 1990. 

IJ 
Seppili ''al., 1988. 
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New jobs created by changes in new production technologies 

Flexible automation equipment not only decreases the need of labour. It also creates new 
jobs. A new workforce is needed to plan, produce, install and maintain the equipment and systems. 
In this respect, there are significant differences between the different technologies and equipment. 

NCMTs are basically rather "old technology". The production of new NCMTs mainly 
replaces the manufacture of older machinery. Thus NCMT manufacture does not really create new 
jobs, it rather replaces old. · The case of robots is different: they replace workers, not old machinery. 
Correspondingly their manufacture is not replacing the manufacture of older machinery, but it is a 
completely new branch of industry. 

According to one evaluation, there are about 0.32 new jobs created by robot manufacture in 
the United States in relation to every deleted work place in the USA ... 

Basically, the manufacture and design of FMC and FMS are also creating new jobs. In 
addition to the manufacture and delivery of FMS and their components, maintenance and 
implementation are creating ne.v jobs. Flexible manufacturing systems are technically complex, and 
many large systems have functioning problems still many years after the impiementation. Problems 
in running the systems increase the need for maintenance work, and they also delay the decrease in 
the number of production workers. 

Employmenr effects on sectoral and national economy level 

In the long run technological development has been the main originator of economic 
development, productivity growth and new jobs. The short run consequences are a much more 
complex phenomenon. The diffusion and ways of using technology depend on company decisions, 
but economic structures and mechanisms affect both the conditions in which technology is applied and 
the consequences at the level of the whole national economy. Political factors both control the ways 
of using technology and the effects of it. 

The further we move from the direct firm level effects, the more uncertain the forecasts and 
evaluations become. It was already mentioned above in a study on the effects in one firm, all aspects 
have to be taken into account. There are 

• the effects in the departments where new technology is employed, 

• changes in departments and production sites that are not directly 
touched hy new technology. Long term changes have also to be 
included: how sophisticated in use the new production process will 
be, and how the so-called everyday rationalizations and learning by 
doing smoothens the production and causes raises in productivity. 

Changes like this are especially important in complex technological renewals, such lS 

implementing an FMS, or making radical changes in a comprehensive process such as an industrial 
production control system. 

On the national economy level there are many issues that have to be to be taken into account, 
in addition to the direct economic and technological relations: • 

Hunt, 1983 

IS Ulrich, 1982. 
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• Structural changes in the end product markets caused by births. changes and deaths of 
products; 

• Changes in the intermediate (and end! product markets caused by alterations in the input
output relations within the production chain; 

• changes caused by substitutions in raw materials. intermediates and sources of energy; 

• effects mediated ttvough economic mechanisms to the firms and branches. where the 
technology in question is not employed at all; 

• changes in international economic relations caused by technical development; 

• changes in societal, political and other institutional conditions as well as in supportive 
measures taken by public bodies. 

Thus, when evaluating the employment effects of technological change. many issues bve to 
be considered. Job losses in one firm. one branch or one region can be more or less compensated 
by jobs created elsewhere in tne syst~. Theo1etical ~alculations on the en:pkyment eff~1~ of 
individual technical appliances do not reveal much anything about the real effect.s. and case studies 
on individual firms are not easy to generalize from. 

On the other hand. the cause-effect chains are not one-sided. The employment situation also 
affects the implementation of technology. In developed countries. high unemployment often retards 
investments in labour-saving new technologies. This is caused by issues such as labour union 
resistance and governmental fear of growing unemployment. 

The effects of automation on various industrial sectors has often been evaluated with 
technologies as the starting point: how much the diffusion of flexible automation could increase 
productivity in a given sector. A German study from 1990 can serve as an example (fable 4.1).• 

In this study. the employment effects of automation and other new technologies are assessed 
thro;~;h the possibilities of increased productivity in various sectors. Technologies increase 
productivity through various mechanisms: 

• Automation of production processes usUC1lly increases prodJctivity directly; 

• New production technologies sa:e labour by reducing interruptions in the production process 
and making quality control more r~liable; 

• Some sectors are already so extensively automated, that further progress is difficult in the 
medium term; 

• New technologies facilitate or,anizational changes which increase productivity; e.g. some 
service/assembly activities may be passed to customers or deli\:erers; 

• New technologies offer possibilities to take advantage of increasing returns to scale either by 
allowing the production of larger lots, or by favouring concentrat1cn; 

• In some sectors the achievement of further scale-effects is difficult because of the already 
advanced level of automation diffusion; 

• In many sectors. automation promotes flexibility, through which firms can obtain economies of 
scale tt\ough economies o~ scope; 

• New te::hnologies reinforce dynamic competition, and thus create pressure for proces5 
innovations in sectors unable to gain comr.etitiveness by product innovations. 

Bluejcak, 1991. 
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Firms not able to cope with the rate of technological change are forced out of the market. 
In these sectors. the average level of productivity increases. 

Table 4.1 gives the assessment of employment substitution in different industrial sectors in 
Germany. 1be possibilities in other countri~ depend, of course. on the level of automation reached, 
and thus the figures even for other developed countries might loot quite different. 

Table 4.1 F.lllplopuld effects of lllllollllllion bJ industrial sedor 

lndustri81 sector 

321 Textiles 

(351 Chemical industry 

369 Fine ceramics 

382 Machinery 

383 Computers. office machinefy 

383 Electrical goods 

384 Road vehicles 

384 Air- & spacecraft 

385 Precision and optical instruments 

(37) Drawing & rolling mills 

(37) Foundries 

371 Iron and steel 

361 Stones and clay 

311 Food 

355 Rubber 

362 Glass 

372 Non-ferrous metal products 

356 Plastic 

(33) Wood processing 

341 Paper process.--.g 

(37) Structural metal production. rolling stock 

381 Tools and finished metal goods production 

384 Shipbuilding 

389 Musical instruments. toys, spans goods etc. 

322 Wearing apparel 

325 Leather and footwear 

341 Pulp and paper 

342 Printing 

313 Beverages 

314 Tobacco 

331 Millwork and wood production 

353 Crude oil processing 

Note: 0 = non-existent 
1 = small 
2 = existent 
3 ,. large 

Smiru: Blazejcalt, 1991. 

Pos~ for employment 
substitution by autom.cion 

Direct Indirect TOUI 

3 3 6 
3 3 6 
3 3 6 
3 3 6 
3 3 6 
J 3 6 
3 3 6 
3 3 6 
3 3 6 

3 2.5 5.5 
3 2.5 5.5 

2.5 3 5.5 
2.5 3 5.5 
2.5 3 5.5 
2.5 3 5.5 
2.5 3 5.5 
2.5 3 5.5 
2.5 3 5.5 

3 2 5 
3 2 5 

2.5 2.5 5 
2.5 2.5 5 
2.5 2.5 5 
2.5 2.5 5 
2 3 5 
2 3 5 
2 J 5 

3 1.5 4.5 
2 2.5 4.5 
2 2 4 
2 2 4 
1 2 3 
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The effects of technological change on various sa.'tors can be translated to the national 
economy level by using an input-output framework to break down the overall effa.'15 of technology. 
In an input-output framework. technological change has a number of effa.'15. With technological 
change. the shares of large components of final demand change: private consumption. invesuneot in 
equipment and exports increase while public consumption and investment in structures recede. This 
would affect seaoral production and employment figures even if the output structures of all sectors -
as described by the input-output table - were to remain the same. 

But technological development will also change the output structure, i.e. the shares that the 
sectors contribute to the final demand of each category. by bringing about either improved or 
completely new products: 

• private c:omumption shifts towards technologically more advanced products and 
towards improved services. 

• the introduction of technological development takes place by restructuring of the 
C3i)ital stock. Therefore, the structure of investment demand changes. while better 
equipment and productive systems become available in me market. 

• international competitiveness improves for sectors where new production technologies 
are applied to produce advanced products. 

As a consequence of shifts in sectoral production caused by shifts in final demand, deliveries 
of intermediate goods change as well. This effect can be formally evaluated with the static HO 
model. 

In addition, product and process innovations in supplying and receiving sectors generate 
changes in relations between industries. 

When new production technologies art: applied in a dynamic and growing economy. they are 
actually advancing employment. If they are applied in a retarding and static economy. they will lead 
to labour replacement and growing unemployment. 

This is also confirmed by many calculations on the national econor.iy level effects of modem 
production technologies: the employment effects of technological change are actually outcomes of 
complex economic mechanisms, where technological change can as well promote the growth as 
decrease of employment. depending on the total development. 

In the latter situation, would it then be more reasonable not to introduce new production 
technologies? Generally, the situation would only worsen: by lagging behind in productivity, 
efficiency and product quality, the national industries would only be wiped out of the international 
competitive picture. Here a study made on Taiwan Province, a developing economy successful in 
raising the technological l!!Yel of production can serve as an example. 

An econometric study on t~hnological change and labour absorption in Taiwan Province 
between 1952 and 1986 indicates that growth of employment in Taiwan Province was determined. 
in descending order of importance by: 

• the output expansion on the domestic market, 
• the growth or exports. and 
• the increase in the growth rate of capital investment. 

Employment reduction effect~ due to technological change have been relatively insignificant, 
and overcompensated by the rapid growth of total output and increa.~e in capital investment. Chow 
continues: 
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·uence. despite the moderate increase in the capital/labour ratio in overall 
production. labour employment continued to increase. It is interesting to note that 
the subst:tution effa."1 of technologkal progress was much stronger in non-farm 
employment than in total employment. This implies that the industrial and service 
sectors were more influenced by rapid technological progress than was the 
agricultural sa.'tor. •17 

The reorientation of the development strategy in the mid- l 960s towards expon promotion 
caused a structural shift in the total labour employment and also had an indirect effl!\."1 on accelerating 
technological progress and capital accumulation. Thus its expon-promotion strategy has generally 
been considered as the primary factor contributing to the structural shift of labour employment in 
Taiwan. However. Chow argues that: 

• ... In the long run. the growth of non-expon output has a stronger impact on labour 
absorption than did export growth. This result bears important policy implications 
for Taiwan as well as for other developing countries. Even though an expon
promotion strategy had many advantages over one of impon-substitution. a successful 
lab<:.ur absorption strategy in developing countries ultimately cannot ignore the 
expansion of domestic market demand. In view of the raising international 
protectionism in the 1980s. the policy makers in today's developing countries need 
to emphasize both domestic and foreign markets in order to maintain full employment 
in the long run. 

Given that for labour employment the output expansion effect is much stronger than 
the substitution effect. a policy that emphasizes technology-intensive methods of 
production in the export-<>riented industries would not necessarily increase future 
unemployment. Thus, policy makers in developing countries need to focus also on 
structural unemployment and to implement appropriate manpower policies that are 
conducive to upgrading the industrial structure rather than only concerning themselves 
with probable unemployment caused by technological advancement." • 

The discussion on employment effects of advanced production technologies can be concluded: 

In the short run, introducing flexible automation and other new production technologies can 
have either negative or positive employment effects, depending on economic situation of the 
firm and the country and on the way technology is implemented and managed. 

In the long run, withdrawal from utilizing modern production technology only cause negative 
employment effects. 

4.2 EFFECTS ON LABOUR FORCE COMPOSITION 

The effects of advanced production technologies on the structure of the labour force may be 
even more imponant than the overall employment effects. These include changes in the occupational, 
skills and educational structures of the labour force. The skills issues have already been touched from 
the individual firms point of view in Chapter 2; in this section, the concentration is more on the 

Chow. 1990. 

Ibid. 
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educational/training effects and conditions of flexible automation and other advanced production 
technologies. However. occupational and skill changes are behind all new educational and traininr 
needs. 

It is a relatively common belief that automation will lead to a gradual transformation of 
employment structures on the national level. There are several trends involved. In occupational 
terms, the basic tendency see1DS to be a shift from manual to mental work - an increase in · ooirea 
production/support work tasks and a decrease in direct. physical work. This is documented by both 
national and individual enteq)rise employment data. In terms of occupations, there has been a general 
shift from industrial occupations to service and further to information occupations. 

A second observation is that automation is causing changes in skill requirements both in 
existing work and. in particular. in the new jobs created. Productive qualifications - practical skills -
have to be complemented by more theoretical skills. technological and scientific knowledge. Even 

in practical terms. multidisciplinary skills are required to a growing extent. In addition. as mentioned 
in Chapter 2. normative skills - motivation. commitment and cultural coherence - as well as 
innovative qualifications become more important. 

The skill changes are linked to an organizational transformation. The traditional work 
organization. characterized by specialization. fragmentation and narrowly-defined work tasks gives 
way to flow-oriented work organizations with less division of tasks. and work carried our by teams 
of workers with broads, multi-disciplinary skills. Identification of this trend is based on. as discussed 
in Chapter ~. the empirical experience that the use of modem technology - and the efficiency with 
which it has ~n used - depends very much on user skills and management objectives in applying 
the technology. 

Consequently, the possibilities of implementing new work organizations depend on the supply 
of a skilled workforce. If there are not enough skilled workers available. the company has to rely 
on me. re traditional division of tasks, with an important share of unskilled workers just overseeing 
and serving the machinery. while skilled programmers do the programming and supervisors are 
needed to clear all more complicated situations. 

There seems to be a circular relationship between skills and use of automation: with better 
skilled people, new organizational forms can be applied and technologies used more effectively. Then 
again. by developing team cooperation and through learning by using technologies, skills are 
developed further. the technological system can be refined and new benefits be reaped from it. 

Education 
and training 

Skilled 
workers 

Organizational 
renewal 

Occupational and skill changes of individual technologies 

Better use 
of 

automation 

Higher skill 
needed 

The occupational effects of the technologies relevant in this study - NCMTs, CAD, Industrial 
Robots and FMS - are quite disparate. Industrial robots are perhaps the only technology clearly 
diminishing the number of skilled workers. They will be usually replaced operators with varying 
skills, and more trained programmers. However. even in the case of robots broader occupational 
descriptions can be applied. 

NCMTs have more effects in terms of skills than of occupations. They may be operated both 
by operators with conventional machining skills trained to programming, or by personnel divided into 
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skilled programmers and relatively unskilled machine operators. The more complicated the use of 
the tools. the more likely it is that the operators need good qualifications both in traditional machining 
and in programming. 

The use of FMS especially has also led to a considerable coming together of skills 
traditionally defmed as direct (blue collar) and indirect (white collar). This has ulcen place almost 
independent of the organizational strategy employed by the company: generally. when the company 
becoming more computer driven white collar workers are becoming more involved with shopfloor 
work than before. · 

The introduction of CAD can also have widespread effects on occupations. The effects of 
CAD on occupational structure have been assessed as follows: • 

(a) The proportion of parts (detail) draughtsmen tends to decline while fully qualified draughts 
men and designers strengthen their position; 

(b) The rc::cruitment of supponing staff for hardware and software maintenance and development 
(e.g. system analysts. mathematicians. parts programmers. computer operators) increases. 
These occupations may be new in design offices but, with the exception of the parts 
programmer. are not new occupations as such; 

(c) In technical and design offices where strict hierarchical divisions prevail instead of a more 
integrated, team-work approach. the lower categories (e.g. junior draughtsmen) are threatened 
by redundancy; 

(d) The content of occupations in design and production planning tends to change through job 
enrichment while many "new" occupations are specializations of existing ones, e.g. CAD 
coordination and data teleprocessing programming. Some functions such as tra~ing and filing 
disappear; 

(e) There is a tendency for design office staff to be recruited at a higher educational level than 
in the past (e.g. technical engineering diploma for design positions instead of secondary 
school diploma or draughtsman apprenticeship certificate) and the use of CAD tends to 
enhance their status; 

(f) CAD is generally considered a new and efficient tool since it relieves its users of much 
routine work, but the consequent change in working practices is not very significant since 
there is no change in the sequence of tasks, the same basic knowledge requirements prevail 
and CAD software generally uses the same working procedures with which draughtsmen are 
familiar from the drawing board. A basic understanding of computer technology is generally 
considered to be just an additional knowledge requirement. 

In addition to shop floor level occupational changes related to flexible production 
technologies, there are also comprehensive changes on the level of an entire firm. A notable change 
is the growing need for highly skilled personnel, e.g. technicians and engineers with univer!lity 
education. 

The PSI referred to earlier, notes in the United Kingdom context the need for highly skilled 
personnel. The firms surveyed complain that even if the training had markedly incrwed, the supply 
was not keeping pace with demand: 

19 
Ebel and Ulrich, 1987. 
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·The number of engineers with relevant expertise has been rising fast. doubling 
between 1981 and 1983, and doubling again between 1983 and 1987. In each of the 
four surveys the user factories have said they would like still more - on average about 
40 per cent more. Over half of the user factories still have none of these speciali~t 
engineers at all.· 

Clearly if a developed country such as the United Kingdom is facing problems of having 
sufficient experts to cope with the demands of automation. developing countries may face even more 
severe problems. There is,· of course, a question of scale involved here however, and a slowly 
growing automation sector in the latter countries may not put too much strain on the educational 
system. It is essential however to be aware of the demands that will be put on the post-school leaving 
system, particularly at the university a.id technical levels. 

Profound changes in the types of workers and the levels of skills they employ can be expected 
in those countries and companies wishing to mae effective use of advanced automation technologies. 
Nordic countries are quite good examples of this. For example in Sweden the share of workers with 
graduate levels in companies adopting FMS increased from jest under 3 per cent of the workforce in 
1981 to approximately 10 per cent in 1986. 

In Finland, where flexible automation has spread quite rapidly during the 1980s. there was 
a clear shift within the engineering industries towards occupational groups with higher basic 
education. The technical occupational groups that diminished and increased most in the late 1970s 
and in the early 1980s are shown in table 4.2. Growth has moved from basic shop floor jobs to more 
educated occupations. 

This shift is based partly on shop floor changes, partly on changes in the supply of educated 
labour force. Generally. countries showing good results in technological innovations and technology 
adoption have invested remarkably on educational development for a long time. This is evident both 
in e.g. the Nordic countries (table 4.3) and in Japan or the East Asian NICs. 

Tobit 4.2 Technical occupations diminished and increased most in tht Finnish engineering 
industries between from 1975 to 1980 and from 1980 to 1985 

(a) Occupations increased most from 
1975 to 1980 

Machinists 
Toolmakers 

Welders 
T eletechnicians 

(C) Occupations diminished most from 
1975 to 1980 

Miscellaneous work 
Mechanics 

Assembly line workers 
Electrical technicians 

Source: Vuorinen, 1991. 

(b) Occupations increased most from 
1980 to 1985 

Machine technicians 
T eletechnicians 

Mechanical Engineers 
Computer specialists 

(d) Occupations diminished most from 
1980 to 1985 

Machinists 
Assembly line workers 

Welders 
Unskilled workers 
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Tobit 4.3 Partidpation in education in 1987, bJ ltvd of tducalion (ptr uni share of tht reltvanl 
agt group) 

Area Year Educational level USCED 

dassification/UNESCOJ 

First Second Third 

World 1987 99.6 48.6 12.6 

Europe 1987 103.0 89.4 25.2 

Denmark 1986 99.0 107.0 29.6 

Finland 1987 101.0 106.0 37.6 

Norway 1986 95.0 95.0 32.9 

Sweden 1987 100.0 91.0 31.2 

Source: Haavio, 1990. 

Japan is another interesting case of long-term technological development largely based on 
extensive investment on training and education. There the absolute number of young people acquiring 
secondary and higher levels of education is among the highest in the world. In addition to this, the 
scale and quality of industrial training carried out mainly at enterprise level is also high. The second 
feature goes back to the efforts of assimilating foreign technology. For this purpose, some large 
Japanese firms had extensive high level technical training already before the First World War." 

•The combination of a high level of general education and scientific culture with 
thorough practical training and frequent up-dating in industry is the basis for 
flexibility and adaptability in the work-force and high-quality standards. The 
Japanese system of industrial training is distinguished further by its close integration 
with product and process iMOvation. The aim is to acquaint those affected by 
technical change with the problems that are likely to arise, and give them some 
understanding of the relationship between various operations in the firm. This again 
greatly facilitates the horizontal flow of information. Thus the "systems" approach 
is inculcated at all levels of the work-force and not only at top management level." ,. 

The Japanese example highlights the importance of not only extensive and high quality 
education, but also the need to have training closely linked to industry. In this sense the German 
system of vocational training is also a good example. Germany is another country - in addition to 
Japan and Nordic countries - where the skill based morJel of flexible automation is applied to a 
growing extent. 

The German system for vocational education is based on apprenticeship contracts, where the 
trainees learn the work in a firm in real industrial milieu, and then acquire theoretical learning in 
school environment. The advantage of this system is the living contact to real industrial work and 
the interaction of theoretical and practical learning. 

90 Freeman, 1988. 

91 Ibid. 
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The German dual system of vocational training is often held up as the model for a pervasive 
diffusion of enriched skills as well as technical change. In addition to good interaction between 
theory and practice, every institutionalized system must assure its continuity. In e.g. France, 
upgrading of basic vocational training more of less automatically involves training for the CAP 
(certificate d'aptitude professionelle) while in Germar.y this occurs within the dual system. In both 
cases, there are proposals for making increased use of general qualifications as well as improving 
them. In developing their systems for vocational education Germany and France have the same: there 
is a necessity to intertwine training on the job and in the classroom more frequently and 
systematically.91 · 

Recently the tenuous contact with the reality of industrial work has often been assessed as one 
of the main weaknesses in the Nordic systems of vocational education. This has led to reforms in the 
Nordic vocational education systems, where features of the German apprenticeship system are 
introduced to them." There are two basic reasons for this: 

• theoretical learning without real connection to practical applications is often 
not learned well enough and will be lost; 

• trainees that have chosen the vocational line of education often lose their 
motivation in too 'schoollike' studying. 

However, educational and training systems are the basic condition for successful technological 
development. A UN/ECE report notes on the French perspectives of education and training needs 
raised by advanced automation: 

"The Bureau d'informations et de pr~visions ~conomiques (BIPE) in France estimates 
that over the next 10 years the use of advanced manufacturing equipment will require 
changes in skills and qualifications in about 25 per cent of the jobs in French 
industry." In order to adjust to these changes in employment structure and the 
demand for new skills, individual enterprises together with national educational 
authorities must set up education and training systems in order to ensure the timely 
teaching of adequate skills to a sufficient number of personnel in industry and 
students at school. Frequently national educational systems have built-in delay 
factors, in the skills required in industry (Ebel, ILO). In order to reduce those 
delays, close cooperation between industry and national educational authorities is 
called for. The needs of industry must be expressed explicitly at an early enough 
stage for the educational systems to adjust to them". 

Thus the planning of education in such a way, that it can answer to the needs of future 
working life becomes critical for all countritS trying to reach higher levels of technological 
development. This is true for both the secondary vocational education as for higher scientific and 
technological education. An example of a model for long term educational planing based on changing 
manpower skill needs is presented in Figure 4.1. 

For example, in Taiwan Province a similar model for educational planning has been used 
since 1966 relatively successfully. Educational planning is based on Manpower Development Plans 
(MOP) renewed every third of fourth year. The plans are highly normative, including e.g. targets 

92 Sorge, 1990. 

93 See e.g. Ekola 11 al., 1991. 

ECE. 198S. 
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to keep unemployment under 4 per cent and reduce the share of agricultural employment 
and increasing it in industry and servicss. 

Figure 4.1 A manpower based model of education planning 

DEMOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT 
Size of population 

DEVELOPM1=NT OF '~OriKING I IFE 
Changes in occ•Jpation structure 
by industrial sector Age structure 

Initial training labour need 
Exit and mobility 
Need for labour force and trained 
workers 
Placement of diploma and degree 
holders 
Participation of diploma and 
degree holders in working life 
Unemployment of diploma and 
degree holders 

EDUCATION NEED OTHER FACTORS 

Source: 

Need for young people's 
education and training by 
education 
Need for adult education and 
training by occupation 
Educational needs by types of 
training 

Prevalent views concerning 
educational policy 
Other, e.g. cultural policy aspects 
Separate surveys and studies 
Other expert information 

QUANTITATIVE OBJECTIVES FOR EDUCATION 
Overall objectives: 

Young people's education and traininr, 
Adult education and training 

Initial and re-training 
Post-degree and post-diploma education and training 

Further education and training 
Other objectives 

EDUCATION SYSTEM 
Legislation 

Administration 
Planning 

New Studerits and educational output 
Graduation/drop out ratio 

Continued studies (Multiple education) 
Planning and acquisition of information 

Financing 
Other factors 

Haavio, 1990. 
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A specific feature in Taiwanese educational development is the high emphasis on vocational 
education. The ratio of general to vocational education between 1963 and 1986 has changed from 
60:40 to 31:69.15 The ratio in developed countries is on average 50:50, and in developing countries 
90: 10, which generally is too low to supply skills for any advanced industrial development." ~t 
Asian NICs have put a high priority on developing the vocational line of education. 

However, the formal educational system is not enough. The need to upgrade skills of people 
already in working life is as pressing. In a rapidly changing technological environment several 
million people will actually need retraining and further training to cope with the demands. One 
approach is to upgrade the shopfloor worker to do more organizationally and technically driven work, 
in other words to get the person with the machine or manufacturing knowledge to acquire computer 
or electronic skills rather than get the more academically qualified to acquire machining knowledge. 
since generally it takes much longer to acquire machining skills. This is done widely in the countries 
mentioned above - the Nordic countries, Japan, and Germany - where human resource development 
and the role of technology users has been seen as a critical factor in manufacturing success. 

In recent educational plans, adult education, further education and retraining has been taken 
as a major emphasis in these countries. The concept of "continuous education' or 'lifelong education" 
is widely seen as a basic theme in all education and training development, even from the point of view 
of vocational training. 

The same issues is also taken up in many scrveys on technical change_ TI1e authors of a 
review of mechatron:cs (the combination of mechanical and electronics equipmt. , 1 Europe stated 
that: 

"The extent to which m'!chatronics can be implemented will depend critically on the 
level of skills available in the labour market and i;!aces a strong emphasis on training. 
Occupational structures are changing considerably as a result of the introduction of 
FMS - with a general cutback in the numbers of unski!led and semi-skilled functions, 
such as loading, ~nloading, transJ>')rtation and progress chasing." 

"Not only is !here a need for higher levels of skill but also for greater 
breadth and flexibility to move between and across skill boundaries." 17 

"Multiple skilling at all levels is increasing in importance and the portfolio of 
relevant skill is also changing, with increasing emphasis on preventive 
action rather than direct intervention, on diagnosis and problem-solving and 
on planning and programming.· • 

Long-term strategies have to be adop~ed. and for developing countries this will mean in many 
instances decades rather than a few shon years. The precedents are clear: Germany, Japan, Sweden, 
just three countries which are now successful in international terms have spent decades putting in 

9S Woo, 1991. 

Salam and Kidwai, 1991. 

Senkcr, 1983. 

Beaunt and Haywood, 1991. 
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place social systems which have created skilled. educated workforces capable of moving along 
consensus lines to highly developed e :'Jnomies. Changes in learning and c;kills are essential and this 
is only possible with a fully deve!ope<i educational system at all levels. including vocational and adult 
education. 

• Mastering technical change im'-lies, to a large extent, mastering the 
generation of skills and knowledge, i.e. vocational education and 
training. 

• The key role of vocational education and training is closely connected 
with the o;ganization of work. We should be more concerned with the 
organizational r~quirements from gPnerating and utilizing skills than 
with their technical causes. 

• Mastering technie<"! change through skilling raises the problem not 
only of individual b~! also collective skilis. Differeritiated sp~cialist 
skills have to be integrated. This requires an organization and a 
strategy based on team work, cooperation and altering task 
descriptions.• 

For smaller firms. supponive netwo-JC~ oaght to be developed t'> make training. specialist 
human resources. consultancy. development. madceting a11d other services more available to them. 
This is required in order to assist them in turning their asset of organizational flexibility to more 
effective use. in the prevailing context of technical change. Relations between companies or other 
units and their environment are increasingly characterized by greater interdependence. as discussed 
earlier in Chapter 2. 

Further training appears as a new. strategically imponant element in companies. It poses acute 
problems to small and medium-sized companies, which can only be solvul through supponive 
networks. 

Thus. a concept of skill-based production where continuous training and fle:dble automation 
are combined needs a total approach. In conclusion. the approach has to include: 

99 Soric. 1990. 

The development of coordinated skills; 
Design and re-design for manufacture; 
A joint technological/organizational approach to chan~e; 
Closely coordinated buyer/supplier relationships; 
Allocating to the computer what it is best at; 
Allocating to people what they are best at. 
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S. NATIONAL DIFFERENCF.S IN TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 FROM TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO 1'ECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Reference has been made to the complex nature of technological change. From the 
developing countries' point of view, technological development may sometimes be seen as a matter 
of technology transfer. However, it is not a simple question of transferring technoiogy, but an 
outcome of many interrelated issues. As such, transfer of technology should not be a plain act of 
implanting a piece of technology only. It should be a diffusion process, where innovative aspects are 
always involved - even in the case of relatively simple technologies. 

This is true in relation to automation and other production technologies as well. They cannot 
be isolated from overall technological change. New production technologies are successfully 
transferred only when they create a cumulative process of technological development. This is 
conditioned by the factors creating the dynamics of the national ianovation and production system. 

Thus the issues in creating the ability to carry out a successful technology transfer process 
are many. By successful transfer is meant here a process that does not end when the transplanted 
technology is intr<.Auced into the new context, but a process that continues, develops further in use 
and diffuses into other companies and organizations in the receiver country. Successful technology 
transfer is a means to continuous and sustainable technological renewal, not a target in itself. This 
should be a self evident starting point in all technology transfer :>rojects. 

The importance of various infrastructure issues to technological development have already 
been discussed. The present chapter takes a somewhat deeper look at the national differencts - the 
institutional, organizational, cultural and policy related issues - conditioning the possibilities for using 
automation and technological development even more generally. 

National development models 

When new technologies are taken into use in disparate countries, they are also introduced into 
dissimilar economic, institutional and historical environments. The firms that are utilizing the new 
technologies operate in these national institutional settings. In this context, among the main questions 
to be considered are: What is the influence of the institu>ional and historical scene in adapting 
flexible automation and other new production technologies? What might be the characteristics of 
successful national models for adoption of new technology? And further: can a successful national 
model be transferred into another cultural environment, so that it could serve as a framework for 
technological change? 

For example, it has been argued that the competitiveness of a nation depends on the capacity 
to innovate and upgrade the products, manufacturing technologies, marketing methods and services 
of its industry. The competitive success depends on national values, culture and other institutional 
factors. Arn..Jng the attributes of a nation that constitute the determinants of national competitive 
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advantage are the supply of skilled labour, strong domestic competition, aggressive home-based 
suppliers and demanding local customers." 

Thus national differences are put among the most important factors in determining the 
capacity of the industry to innovate and upgrade. The above conclusions were drawn from the 
situation in developed countries, but it is safe to assume that these culturally determined issues are 
even more important in developing countries. It seems to be a plausible hypothesis that country 
specific factors also play an important role in the adoption and use of integrative automation 
technologies. These technologies are used to enhance flexibility and productivity, upgrading the 
manufacturing capacity. 

Engineers, R&D managers and other professionals of technology· have traditionally shown 
rather limited interest in the institutional and cultural issues involved in technological renewal. 
Development, adaption and transfer of technology are usually seen as narrowly defined, relatively 
simple processes determined by technical rationality. However, attitudes are changing. A major 
reason behind this new, broader concern seems to be the remarkable performance of Japanese industry 
during the last decades. The Japanese success cannot be explained with technological and economic 
aspects only. It arises from a cultural, historical and institutional background obviously very different 
to the Western market economies. 

Japan's success has led to an enormous number of studies on the cultural and historical 
features specific to the Japanese economy. And, indeed, to understand better the reasons behind the 
Japanese achievements, a deeper understanding of the society, the cultural background and the 
institutional settings is necessary. This is also the main message in the MIT repon ·Made in 
America: Regaining the Productive Edge•.•• The MIT repon emphasizes the role of cultural 
issues and institutional dynamics when looking for an explanation to the differences in the 
development of the American and the Japanese industries. Similar studies of Japan have also been 
done from the European point of view .1• 1 

Technological development itself is an extremely complex process. The incentives for 
technological innovations come on one hand from L'le changes in the market and the global economy, 
and on the other hand from technological inventions. New technologies are, however, applied by 
economic agents active in pre-existing national institutions. Thus the use and applications of new 
technology in economic activity are deeply rooted in the national institutional context.111 In 
countritS with a shoner history of technological and scientific development, the difficulties in 
combining national institutions, political practices and cultural traditions with more technological 
thinking are likely to be even more complicated than in countries with a long history of technological 
development. 

In discussing the most developed manufacturing technologies, the problems multiply. 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM), in it~ full sense, is not just an improved methodology for 
carrying out conventional manufacturing. It is a wholly new approach to the operation of 
manufacturing in its entirety. It is a new manufacturing "philosophy", changing both the 

Pomr, 1990. 

1111 Dcr1ou:zos, 11 al., 1989. 

101 See e.1. Freeman, 1987. 

102 Doai. 11 al., 1988. 
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technological approaches to products and processes and the managerial approaches to the operation 
of manufacturing enterprises. 1" 

The technical facilities for CIM - CAD, NCMTs, Industrial Robots, computers for production 
control etc. - are available wor:;t wide. Many studies comparing their diffusion in developed 
countries, however, show that the pace and scope of adoption of these technologies is different in 
different companies and countries. 

The most striking eountry specific differences could be expected to be found in the 
development of new manufacturing systems that combine these technologies with managerial and 
human oriented approaches. Terms like ·orgware· and ·social software· are sometimes used to 
describe this synthesis of technical, organizational and human consideration.•• 

This means that no general and common to all pattern for diffusir,n of CIM technologies and 
flexible automation exists. The technologies are nationally introduced in various fashions for many 
reasons. Institutional, nationally specific settings involve at least the following issues: 

• Relations to the international market and the openness of the economy define the 
urgency to cope with global changes; 

• Production structures (by industrial sec:or. by firm and plant size) - set up many 
framework conditions for the needs and possibilities for introducing new 
technoloQies; 

• Productive linkages (relations between users and producers of technologies, 
subcontractor linkages, etc.) create the basic institutioral dynamics necessary for 
domestic technological development; 

• labour market factors (supply of skilled labour, the structure of education and 
training institutions and labour market relations between employer and employee 
organizations) define the stan up situation for introducing new technolo~ies. 

Thus the institutional set up in a country for introducing new manufacturing technologies 
varies considerably. But are the models for technological development transferable? When di.;cussing 
CIM technologies, the Japanese experierce has usually been taken as an example for successful 
introduction. Many aspects of the Japanese model have diffused quite widely to other industrialized 
countries. The institutional solutions are, however, usually different and even the actual patterns for 
change are - in spite of the formal res~mblances between methods used - often l>y content very 
dissimilar to the moo el. 

1 he need for a broad socio-economic strategy for technological development 15 emphasized 
e.g. by the OECD repon "New Technologies in the 1990's" .115 When analyzing the success in 
adaption of new technologies, the repon identifies cultural and institutional differences as a main 
explanation to the national differences between various OECD countries when using similar 

ICD Mcrchanl, 1989. 

IOf OECD, 1988. 

105 Ibid. 
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technologies. The transfonnati•ln of potential pmducti\·ity gains inherent in new tedmologies to actual 
ones is a complex process. It is a process of social adjustment involving tr.tining. reskilling. 
development of new managerial practices and .Jew organizational structures in addirion 10 new patterns 
of workforce collaboration and other inslitutional changes. Therefore comordtensive narional 
strategies with a set of interrelatoo policies including social and institutional changes on all societal 
levels is rreeded. 

The OECD repon emphasizes that an ·active society• - where all members have the skills to 
make use of the technological possibilities. is taken as a target, changes in the national systems for 
education and training will have a critical role in the Strategies. Education combined with in-plant 
training in industrial companies is the key item. also in order to gain full benefits from the technical 
and economic potential of new technology. This is true not only in regard to the ·active sociecy· aim; 
it seems to be highly necessary even for reaching more modest targets of gaining the full benefits 
from the new production tednologies. 

The OECD repon points out that the Japanese and Nordic models have soraia issues in 
common on the policy level. They both have an intense process of workforce invohremem and 
consultation together with extensive training and retraining. This is a clear difference in relation to, 
for instance, the United Kingdom model of applying new manufacturing technologies. 

5.2 TIIE INSTllUTIONAL SET UP 

What could tber. he the relevant issues to compare technological development models in 
various countrie;? Edquist (1988), while explaining the differences of technology diffusion between 
Sweden and other countries, touches many important aspects. Base<f on his list, the following issues 
can be taken up: 

• The structure of industry. Are the products in Sweden more suited for 
tle'.ltible automation than in some other countries? Is it of great imponance 
for instance, whether or not the country has a developed car industry? 

• Does the rate of automation diffusion depend on the variation of relative 
factor prices -e.g. the wage levels - between countries? 

• Is it important that regional wage differentials are much lower in Nordic 
countries than for example in the USA? A company in Detroit can move 
production to Missouri as an alternative to automation. 

• What is the role of trade openness and the size of the local market? For 
example. the large Swedish engineering companies have to emphasiz.; ex!J<lrt 
production. Does this force them to ir1ve.'it more in new production 
technoll1gy? 

• Is 1fie organization of production more flexible in Sweden than in other 
countries? Are the organizatir>naJ structures ·flatter· and is this facilitating -
or even forcing towards more - au:omation? 

• Is the fact that unemployment is lower in Sweden - as in Japan - conJected 
with the introduction of new technology? Doe.'i low unemployn1ent lead to 
a shortage of cenain types of lahour which encourages the rapid diffusion of 
technology? And, conversely, does high unemployment lead to reduced 
incentive.'i for. or greater resistance agai:lst, the introduction of new 
technology? 

......................................... __________________________ ~~~~~~~~~---
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• Do the attitudes and degr~ of influence of employees and unions play an 
important role? In Nordic countries employees are involved in intn:M!ucing 
new technologies usually from the begir.ning, and the trade union attitudes 
towards technological development are positive. 

• Have Sweden and Japan more effective systems for research and development 
anJ general diffusion of information on new technology than ocher countries? 

• Has a shonage of financial resources led to limited access to new technology 
in a number of countries? 

• Have offici31 technology poHcies for the stimulation of the diffusion of new 
technologies been more comprehensive and/or effc:ctive in Sweden and Japan 
than in other countries? 

• Are shortages of know-how and educated labour less significant obstacles to 
technology diffusion in Japan and Sweden? 

Edquist concludes that it is very difficult to point out any single factor as the most important. 
It is a combination of all these a~pects. a complex social phenomenon. Thus he actually emphasizes 
the role of complex national development models: the techno-economic development models in Japan 
and Sweden, as in other Nordic countries, seem to have been more successful than the model adopted 
e.g. in the United Kingdom. The success can be measured on most every dimension of technological 
and economic development during the last 50 years. 

But can a model be relocated to a new national environment? Experiences from attempts to 
transplant the features of e.g. the Japanese model elsewhere accentuate the need for a broader 
understanding of the historical and institutional differences. Many Japanese ideas (e.g. total quality 
control) have not proved out to be altogether as successful when introduced on their own into foreign 
surroundings. The results are usually rather modest Oess effective, lower productivity gains etc.) in 
comparison to the Japanese equivalents. On the other hand there are examples of plants in the United 
States and in Europe owned by Japanese companies which are more effective than locally owned 
plants with simil;a; technologies. 

A plausible explanation of these contradictory findings has been given in an analysis of 
introducing new technologies in Sweden.•• It has been argued that whole models for technological 
de\elopment cannot be exponed, but elements of models can be transferred and assimilated. 
Characteristit! of the national model deeply rooted in the cultural and political institutions - like union 
strength or loyalty to the employer firm - cannot be er.:poned. Specific elements - like JIT philosophy 
- may, however, be transferred and implanted into the new environments if tht pre-existing 
institutional and cultural issues are well taken into consideration. Hence lhey state that different 
models canoot be placed in the same basket. Thus, for example, the Swedish lpproach to new 
technologies is not a variant of the Japanese one or v:ce versa. 

Most studies on national development models and CIM technologies concentrate on developed 
countries. To go deeper into the discussion from the national development point of view, some 
features in the development models of Jap1n, the neighbouring East Asian ccunties and some other 
developing countries are now examined. 

106 Edquist and Glimc:ll, 1989. 
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5.3 JAPAN AND NICs: SUCC~F1JL MODELS FOR TECHNOWGICAL 
DEVEWPMENT 

Japan and the East Asian NICs are usually taken as examples of a successful, technology 
driven path from underdeveloped to industrialized countries. Japan bas served as a model to the NICs 
(Republic of Korea, Province of Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore), which have parJy taken 
features from the Japanese pattern, but adapted them to their own economic, cultural, political and 
technological histories and practices. There is also relatively active interaction between Japan and 
NICs; in fact, Japan has given many initial impulses for developing various industries in the four 
countries. 

The regional development model has continued further to the four ASEAN countries (the 
Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia), that now seem to be following the NICs development 
path. And again, Japan and the NICs have given initial impulses to development in these countries 
by e.g. transferring labour-intensive industries to them. Also, their national development models have 
assimilated some features of these countries. 

Thus East Asia gives a very interesting comparative environment: in relatively near 
proximity, countries on all development levels cal'l be found. In fact Asian countries have been 
classified on the basis of their industrial development stage from (I) early industries, (2) middle 
industries, (3) late industries and (4) fourth industrial revolution (FIR) stage industries (Table S. I.). 
All stages except early industries - represented in the Asia Pacific region by countries like Bangladesh 
and some Pacific islands - are present. In this respect, the region clearly differs from other 
developing areas. There are successful examples to follow. f·l'l all stages of development, and within 
all sizes of countries. 

Tobit 5.1 Asian countries by stage of industrial devtlopmtnl, 1984 and tstimatt for 2000 

Country Stage of Industrial development 

1984 2000 

China Early to middle stage Late stage 

Indonesia Early to middle stage Late stage 

Philippines Middle stage Late stage 

Thailand Middle stage Late to FIR stage 

Malaysia Middle to late stage FIR stage 

Republic of Korea Late stage flR stage 

1·aiwan Province Late stage FIR stage 

Hong Kong Late to FIR stage FIR stage 

Singapore Late to Fl~ stage FIR stage 

Japan FIR stage FIA stage 

Source: Lee et al .. 1988. 
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1he case of Japan 

In the Japanese case - which has to a large extent served as a model to the NICs - the most 
important features are the long historical perspective. the central role of government. specific firm 
organization. and various other social (often education related) innovations.117 

The historical perspective is crucially important. Features. that are usually related to the 
Japanese technology and industrial policy of the 1970s were actually there already in the early decades 
of the 20th century: a goveinment aiming actively towards industrial modernization. education seen 
as a key factor in this, a focus on international transfer of technology and further development of 
imponed technology. keen cooperation between government and !arge corporations. etc. 

The role of government, centered in the role of the Ministry for International Trade and 
Industry (Mm). is a second important point. 

·The not-so-invisible guiding hand of MITi shaped the long-tenn pattern of structural 
change in the Japanese economy and this influence was largely exened on the basis 
of judgement about the future direction of technical char.ge and the relative 
importance of various technologies. The central point of interest . . . is that in the 
immediate post-war period. after an intense debate. Japan specifically rejected a long
term development strategy based on traditional theory of comparative advantage•. 1• 

This decision was critical in steering Japan to the technology driven path of development. 

·some of these advisors (of Mm) were engineers who had been dr; wn by the war 
into the management of public affairs. They were the last people to a low themselves 
to be guided by the f'->(f-light of economic theory. Their instinct was to find a 
solution for Japan·s post war difficulties on the supply side. in enhanced technical 
efficiency and innovations in production. They thought in dynamic terms. Their 
policies were designed to furnish the drive and to raise the finance for an economy 
that might be created rather than simply to make the best use of the restlurces then 
possesseJ • . 11

' 

Thus Mm started considering a very long term technology policy rlecades before its western 
counterparts. Mm saw the promotion of the most advanced technologies with the widest possible 
long term world market potential as one of its key functions. Technological development was largely 
based on reverse engineering- assimilating and impr .. wing upon imponed technology. Ta.is involved 
trying to manufacture a product similar to one already available on the world market but without 
direct foreign investment or transfer of blue-prints for product and process design. The method had 
several major consequences for the Japanese system of innovation: 

• 

107 

IOI 

IOIJ 

Japanese management. engineers and workers grew accustomed to thinking of the entire 
production process as a system and of thinking in an integrated way aboat product design and 
process design. This capability to redesign an entire production system has been identified 
as ont of the major sources of Japanese competitive success in industries as diverse as 
shipbuilding, automobiles and colour television. 

Freeman, 1988. 

Tbid. 

Allen, 1981, Ref. Frun1an, 1988. 
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• Japanese engin~rs and managers grew accustomed l') the idea of ·using the factory as a 
laboratory•. The work of the R&D department was very closely related to the work of 
production engineers and process control, and was often almost indistinguishable. The whole 
enterprise was involved in a learning and development process and many ideas for improving 
the system came from the shopfloor. 

• Reverse engineering in such industries as automobiles and machine tools also involved an 
intimate dialogue between the firm responsible for assembling and marketing the final produl.1 
and numerous suppiiers of components, sub-assemblies, castings, materials and so forth. The 
habits, attitudes and relationships engendered during this prolonged, joint learning process did 
much to facilitate the high degree of cooperation with subcontractors which finds expression, 
for example, in the ·just-in-time· system. 

• The emphasis on high quality of products which is a characteristic of Japanese techoology 
policy also owed much to the experience of reverse engineering. In the 1950s, the first 
production models, whether in automobiles, TV sets or machine tools, were often of 
relatively poor quality. A determined effort to overcome these defects led to a widespread 
acceptance of such social innO\.-ations as •quality circles· (originally an American innovation) 
and to the development of grearly improved techniques of quality control oot simply at the 
end of the production run but at every stage, including all components from 
subcontractors. ilt 

This experience contrasts with that of the former Soviet Union, and on the other hand that 
in many developing countries. The Soviet Union was also engaged in large scale development based 
on imported technology and reverse engineering. However, much of the responsibility for diffusion 
and developmen: rested with central organizations and institutes. Thus, much of the •technological 
learning process· took place in the central institutes rather than at enterprise level, and acute problems 
were experienced in the transfer of technology from the specialized R&D institutes to factory level 
m;magement. 111 

In developing countries, t~hnology is very often transferred either through subsidiaries of 
multinational corporations or by importing •tum-key" plants designed and constructed by foreign 
contractors. Neither of these methods is likely to result in a process of technology accumulation in 
the relatively passive recipieut enterprise. 

The third central feature is the specific firm organization with large conglomerates and 
vertically integrated groups of companies. This "Keiretsu" firm organization has a specially important 
role particularly in relation to technology, finance of long term investment, and world marketing 
strategies and networks: 

110 

Ill 

112 

"From the standpoint of the firm, by formi: g or joining a group, it can economize 
on the transaction costs that it would have incurred if the transaction had been done 
through the market, and at the same time, it can avoid the scale diseconomies or 
control Joss which would have occurred if it had expanded internally and performed 
that transaction within ihe firm". •0 

FR'cman, 1988. 

11,id. 

Goto, 1982, rd. Freeman, 1988. 
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The final. but not l~t important features of the Japanese innovation system. are the education 
and training related social innovations. It is not only a question of highly qualified research and 
development personnel - although the number of university trained el" .• ,~.u engineers was already 
higher in Japan than in the United St.ates by 197310 

- but of an overall high skill level of labour, 
based on thorough basic education and continuous further training and education. 

There are two remarkable features of the Japanese education and training systems: first, the 
absolute number of young people acquiring s~"Ondary and higher levels of education is among the 
highest in the world. Second, the scale and quality of industrial training carried out mainly at 
enterprise level is high. The second feature goes back to the effons of assimilating foreign 
technology. For this purpose, scme large Japanese firms already had extensive high level technical 
training before the First World War. 114 

·The combination of a high level of general education and scientific culture with 
thorough practical training and frequent updating in industry is the basis for flexibility 
and adaptability in the workforce and high quality standards. The Japanese system 
of industrial training is distinguished further by its close integration with product and 
process innovation. The aim is to acquaint those aff ec..-red by technkal change with 
the problems that are likely to arise, and give them some understanding of the 
relationship between various operations in the firm. This again greatly facilitates the 
horizontal flow of information. Thus the ·systems· ;tpproach is inculcated at all 
levels of the workforce and not only at top management lever .115 

The story of Japanese development model highlights the importance of a systemic approach 
to technological development: 

Long-term targeted development based on capability building, learning by doing and 
motivated commitment by all the actors involved, from workers in the simplest shop tasks to 
top management. It requires a coordinated policy on both governmental and enterprise level. 
but the firms are always the final decision making and responsible parties. At the 
governmental policy level, it also means the replacement of development based on self
evident C-natural•) ·comparative advantages• with more demanding long term development 
targets based on comparative advantages created by capability building. 

S.4 JAPAN, NICs AND THE ASEAN FOUR: SOME REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
PATIERNS 

The four NICs (Republic of Korea, Taiwan Province, Hong Kong, Singapore) have shown 
remarkable economic growth and technological development since the 1970s (fable 5.2). According 
to some cla'isifications, they are about to break away from the category of developing countries and 
areas. For example. the United States does not any more give developing country status to Korean 
exports. 

Even if their developments and institutional solutions have often followed the Japanese 
example, they are far from straight forward copies of the Japanese pattern. There are many 
fundamental differences. In policy terms, none of them has as long standing, uniform policy aimed 

Ill Lemola, 1990. 

114 Freeman. 1988. 

llS Ibid. 
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at technological development as Japan. Even the basic conditions differ. Unlike Japan, only the 
Republic of Korea with a population of over 40 million has been able to rely on domestic markets. 
One basic thing, however, is common: none of the NICs has relied on the ·natural· comparative 
advantages. 

Tobit 5.2 GDP Gro1.-th rates in tighl &st Asian coutJJms (ptr ctnl) 

Country 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

The N/Cs 

Singapore 1.8 9.4 11.1 9.2 8.3 6.8 

Hong Kong 11.~ 13.9 7.9 2.3 2.4 3.7 

Taiwan Province 11.6 12.3 7.3 7.3 5.2 6.2 

Republic of Korea 12.4 12.0 11.5 6.8 9.0 8.0 

The ASEAN four 

Malaysia 1.2 5.~ 8.9 8.8 10.0 8.0 

Thailand 4.5 9.5 13.2 12.0 10.0 8.2 

Indonesia 5.9 4.9 5.7 7.4 7., 6.1 

Philippines 1.4 4.7 6.3 5.6 3.7 3.3 

Source: Euromoney Supplement, September 1991. 

During the 1980s the group of four ASEAN countries (Ma!aysia, Thailand, Indonesia and the 
Philippines) seem to be following the example of NICs. Their growth is partly a regional 
consequence of the Japanese and NICs success: labour-intensive production, that during the first 
phase was moved from Japan to the NICs, is now lCi a growing extent moving to the tigers ASEAN 
countries. Even if they are still basing their economic development mainly on abundant supply of 
cheap labour, they also have more ambitious targets towards more technology driven development. 

The growth figures illustrate this development. Malaysia and Thailand especially have shown 
remarkable growth rates in the late 1980s, while Hong Kong and to some extent Taiwan Province of 
the original NICs are showing decreasing growth figures. 

Changes in the sectoral breakdown (Table 5.3) ponray the same development. Of the NICs, 
the share of industry is growing only in the Reptoblic of Korea, while the structures are changing 
more towards services in the others. Of the ASEAN four, Malaysia and Thailand are showing a rapid 
transition from an agricultural to an industrial society. The Philippines is still, to a high extent, an 
agricultural country. 

The role of Japan in Asian development has been emphasized in many studies. The figures 
for Japanese foreign investment illustrate the situation. In 1986 the eight Asian countries received 
roughly 9 per cent of all direct Japanese foreign investment. By 1990 the share had grown to 11.6, 
even though Japan during the late 1980s also remarkably increased the investments to the United 
States and Europe. 

In 1986 the NICs were clearly the most important areas of activity for the Japanese in the 
Asian area. Table 5.4 shows that between 1986 and 1990, however, Japanese investments to the NIC 
countries had grown much more slowly than to the four ASEAN countries. Taiwan Province was 
still the most important target country in 1990, but is now followed hy the Philippines and Malaysia. 
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Table 5.3 Sectoral distribution of GDP (198011990) in eight E:ast Asian countries (per cenl) 

Aariculture lndustrv Services 

1980 1990 1980 1990 1980 1990 

Thtt NICSs 

Sinaaoore 1.1 0.3 38.8 35.9 60.0 63.8 

Hana Kono C.9 n.a. 47.0 n.a. 67.2 n.a. 

Taiwan Province 7.9 4.2 46.0 43.4 46.1 52.3 

Reoublic of Korea 14.2 8.3 37.8 45.5 48.1 46.1 

The ASEAN four 

Malavsia 22.9 19.4 35.8 41.7 41.3 38.9 

Thailand 20.6 14.2 30.8 35.3 48.6 50.1 

Indonesia 24.4 19.7 41.3 40.6 34.3 39.6 

Philioo1nes 25.6 26.9 36.2 33.0 38.3 40.1 

Source: Euromoney Supplement, September 1991. 

Total investments in the NIC countries have only about doubled during the four years, while 
the total investments to the ASEAN countries were in 1990 more than six times that high as in 1986. 
Investments to Singapore have actually declined, and Hong Kong figures show only a very modest 
growth. The relative growth of investment was highest to Indonesia. In this case, however, the 
starting level was very low. 

The figures show an evident shift of Japanese activities towards the ASEAN countries. 
Simultaneously the NICs have also increased their operations in the ar1.:a. On average, NIC 
investments to the four ASEAN countries gr1.:w by 20 per cent from 1988 to 1989. The country with 
highest growth in investments - 116.5 per cent from 1988 to 1989 - was the Republic of Korea; and 
the target country showing most growth was Malaysia with a growth of 127. 7 per cent. 11

' 

Table 5.4 Japanese direct investment in eight Asian countries 1986 and 1990 

T•get 1986 
Countrv USS million 

T81get 1990 
Countrv USS million 

Growth 
1986. 1990 

Taiwan Province 502 Taiwan 1785 255.6% 

Sinnannre 4~i:; Philinnines 1154 830.6% 

Reoublic of Korea 302 Malavsia 1105 342.0% 

Hono Kono 291 Reoublic of Korea 840 178.1% 

Malavi;ia 2'-n Thailand 725 358.9% 

Thailand 158 Hono Kono 446 53.341!_ 

Philiooines 124 Sinaaoore 284 -34.9% 

Indonesia 21 Indonesia 258 1128.6% 

Total 2084 Total 6597 216.6% i 

Source: Euromoney Supplement, September 1991. 

116 IF.EE Spectrum, June 1991. 
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Table 5.5 reveals that Thailand and Indonesi:! are the most important target ar~ for NIC 
investment in Eastern Asia, even if most growth between 1988 and 1989 took place in L'le Philippines. 
Thus there seems to be a regional division: Japan is concentrating more on the Philippines and 
Malaysia, while NICs are targeting their activities more c, Indonesia and Thailand, and to a lesser 
extent to Malaysia. 

This is further endorsed by figures in Table 5.6 which shows, that Japanec-e trade with 
Malaysia and the Philippines is also on a higher level than with Indora~ia and Thailand. Ho\\ever, 
only trade with the Philippines comes to the level of Japanese trade with NICs. 

The joint share of Japan and MCs of all foreign investments to the ASEAN four vesries 
between 41.7 per cent (Indonesia) and 72.8 per cent (Malaysia). This supports the assumption, that 
economic growth in Eastern Asia is, to a high degree, based on regional economic dynamics 

Many sectoral and institutional studies have documented this as well. For example, it has 
been flOted in ,1ur earlier report that the now flourishing footwear industries in both the Republic of 
Korea and Taiwan Province he&'.'~ their origins in Japanese establishments in the respective countries. 
In time, Korean and Taiwanese entrepreneurs took over the business, and now they are relocating the 
more labour-intensive segment of the industry to the ASEAN countries, generating :t rapid growth 
in the countries' footwear industries .117 

Table 5.5 Direaforeign investmenls from the N/Cs to the ASEAN four in 1989 and 
change from I 988 to 1989 

Source Country Target country 

Malaysia Indonesia Thailand Philippines 

lnvestmenl in 1989, US$ m11/ion 

Republic of Korea 70 466 171 18 

Taiwan Province 800 158 867 148 

Singapore 338 166 407 24 

Hong Kong 130 407 561 132 

World total 3205 4719 7979 000 

Change from 1988 to 1989, in per cent 

Republic of Korea 367 123 57 800 

Taiwan Province 161 -83 2 36 

Singapore 118 -35 48 1100 

Hong Kong 17 75 26 388 

World total 78 7 28 77 

Source: IEEE Spectrum, June 199 t. 

117 UNIDO, 199:?. 

J 
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Tobit 5.6 Japanese trade ...Uh tight Asian counlrits, 1990 (US$ million) 

T •get Country Experts from Imports to Balance to 
Jaoan Jaoan Jaoan 

The NICs 

Sinaaoore 17457.2 11706.7 5750.5 

Hona Kono 15429.8 8496.2 6933.6 

Taiwan Province 13071.6 2173.1 10898.5 

fieoublic of Korea 10707.8 3571.2 7136.6 

The ASEAN four 

Malavsia 9126.0 4147.2 4978.8 

Thailand 5511.4 5401.6 109.8 

Indonesia 2503.9 2157.0 346.9 

Philiooines 5039.5 12721.3 -7681.8 

Source: Euromcney Supplement, September 1991 _ 

5.5 POLICY COMPARISONS 

In many respects the :NICs - and the ASEAN four later - have followed the Japanese poli;:y 
examples. Ir. trade policies, for instance: 

"One thing the South Koreans did try to adopt from Japan, very consciously, w:tS the 
system of sogo shoshas (the trading chamber system/PV). Seoul's intentions was to 
repossess a large part of the country's trade from the Japanese soho shoshas and give 
it to their newly-established South Korez" counterparts. In Indonesia, Panglaylcim 
among others caJled for the creation of organizations which, like the Japanese sogo 
shoshas," could irtplement the provision of an assortment of products and services' 
Some general trading companies were set up in Indonesia and the functions of 
existing ones broadened to resemble those of Jle Japanese sogo shoshas. Likewise, 
Taiwan Province, Thailand and the Philippines experimented with their versions of 
the sogo shoshas. There have been no immediate, major successes outside South 
Korea, but this apparently does not shake the faith of East Asians in the validity of 
the roncept. 

In a general sense, the Japan campaigns have posited, if not proved, that the Japanese 
have been successful not because they have been victimizing the rest of Asia, but 
becaus~ they have been doing some things right. Southeast Asians may decide that 
the Japanese experience has, with qualifications, useful lessons for them." 111 

Infrastructure policies have also followed partly the same pa!h: training, education, research 
and devdopment are t.ighly emphasized. In t:d~cation and training, however, the other Asian 
countries - even in the Republic of Korea - are still lagging far behind Japan. In all these countries, 
information technology education has a high pr;ority, and it is seen as basis for teci1nology-led 
develcpment: 

Ill 

"Apart f delving into explicit areas of the IT (information technology) tducation 
curriculum, identification of different segments of the IT population is needed to 

Awanohara, 1991. 
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ensure that the right message is delivered where it counts most. Education in IT is 
only a means to an end; that end is IT-led development. Without the support and 
confidence of decision makers and users. IT will obviously have no role 
commensurate with its potential beneficial impact on oevelopment. Without human 
resources. IT-led development will similarly be stymied. Studies in APO (Asia 
Productivity Organization - Authors) Countries have shown irrevocable links between 
the two. Where the relationship exists and remains strong, IT-led development 
leading potentially to the evolution of an information society is clearly visible. 
Examples of this are Japan, the Repub!ic of Korea, Singapore, India and others. 
Where this relationship has yet to materialize in APO member a.untries. the level of 
activities in IT-led development is expectedly low· .11

' 

Following Iau's classifications of levels of information technology education as presented in 
Table 5.7. the NIC countries are already well concentrating on the ·specialization·-1evel. while the 
main emphasis in the ASEAN countries is still in ·easic Skills·. The other East African countries 
are still working with the "Literacy· level developments. 

When comparing this to e.g. the AfricaJl countries, it is ~y to see that they are mostly still 
short of the basic training schemes for the "Literacy" level. Generally, their IT education and 
training policies are still very thin and much less conscious than in ASEAN countries, or even :.i 
some less developec' Asian countries. 

In technology policies, die NIC countries have generally followed the Japanese examples both 
in institution development and contents of policies. This is especially true in ~.e Korean case, where 
the technology policy governance structures are very centralized. The substantial concentration on 
especially el~::mics, telecommunication and oth~r information technologies is also common fort the 
countrie::;. 

Table 5. 7 Shott-, nuulium- and long-tenn approaches to infonnation technology education 

llteracv level Basic Sllills Soecialization 

Short 1 I Train the trainers: 1 I Establish courses in tertiary Staffing by foreigners in 
term institutions accordance to needs 

21 Trnin for 
rudimentary 21 Foreign staffing 
knowledge only 

31 Award scholarships to nationals 
31 Quantity vs. quality 

41 Adjunct appoir.tments from 
ir" JStry 

51 Relf!vancv to nf!f!ds 

Medium 1 I New resources 1 I Output from institutions to main 1 I Nationals to take 
tenn from local institutions i'ldustries leadership role after 

21 Upgrade existing 21 Scholarship holders to main 
training, and: 

resources institutio11s 21 • .., go overseas 
attachments for sper;ilic 

31 Oue1lity vs. quantity 31 Increase quality and quantity skills 

41 Discontinue 31 Upgrac.le programmers for 31 Foreigners to continue in 
trainino trainers outdated technoloov selected fie!ds of exoertise 

Long Steady state Steady state Move toward: 
term • leading edge technology 

· R&D 

I 
· technology integration 
· soohisticated annlications 

~ lau, 1990. 

119 lau, I~. 
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Tobit 5.8 lmpottant technology dtvtlopmtnt projtcts administraJtd by Japan's MITI 

Project Period Funding Goals 

Superhigh-perf ormance 1966-1971 10.2 billion yen To kick off AIST's ongoing 
Electronic Comput• National Research and 
Development Development Program :>n 

technologies important to 
Japan 

New Er•gy Sources 1974-1991 29.9 billion yen To study solar, geothermal, 
(sunshine Project) (fiscal 19911 coal, hydrogen, wind, ocean. 

and biological energy sources, 
to limit dependency on 
imported energy 

Vwy lsgQ-Scale I 1976-1980 USS 150 million To extend optical micro-
Integration (VLSI) hthOgraphy to submicrome;.o?r 
Project levels and to develop new 

technoloQies for 16M and 
65M-obit memories 

Al-based P•ellel 1982-1991 50.4 billion yen To devise Al-based parallel-
Comput• •chitecture computing hardware and 
(5th genaration software, a project that put 
Comput• Project) Japan on the advancc.d R&D 

map, MITI supported the 
project entirely. thouph some 
researchers were sent from 
academia a~d industry 

Softw•e Productivity 1985-1990 25 billion yen To develop standardized, 
(Sigma Project) UNIX based software tools a;id 

productivity aids to combat a 
growing shortage of 
programmers and software 
engineers 

Electronic Automobile 1971-1976 S.7 bilhon )'en To develop electric-powered 
vehicle prototypes to address 
oil dependency and city 
pollution 

Super/Hypersonic 1989-1990 3 billion yen To devise a combined-cycle 
Transport Propulsion engine for s•;bthrough 
system hypersonic flight 

Sourct>; Balk, 1991. 

However, th~re are al:;o imp:>rtant differences. Table 'i.8 lists examples of important 
technology development projects administrated by the Japanese Mm, Ministry of Trade and Industry. 
Already the list tells a tale of ambitious long term development targets with very heavy ii.vestment 
in technological research and development. No other East Asian country has comparable resources, 
especially not for basic research. 

The difference.~ are manifested in the lists with corresponding mformatiofl frum the respective 
Korean, Taiwanese and Singaporean ministries - instirutions, that all have been estahlisf1ed with Uie 
Japanese examp1e in mind (fables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11). It i!i evi~ent that the.~e countries have a 
shorter history for technology driven development, and they have less comprehensive technology 
development project~. 
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Table 5.9 Important technology development projeas administrated by the Republic of 
Korta 's RDAS 

Pra;ect Period Funding Goa 

Elertronic Switching 1960s N.A. Basic infrestNcture 
Syeteme 

Super Aloy Project 1978-1987 205 million won Import substitutes in ultre-hard meteriels 

Silicon Semiconductor 1982-19t5 401 million .-on ..>asic technologies in fledgling electronics 
Meten.le Project industries 

ffeon Altem111iw 1982-1987 119 million won Substitutes for chlorofluorocerbona (CFCs) 
Develop.....,t 

Development of tlGh- 1986-1990 235 millicn won FC>r videotape recorders segment 
Qu.iity VTR Megnetic Head 

Source: Balk, 1991. 

Table 5.10 lmportan: technology development projeas administrated by Taiwan's ITRI 

Pr ..... ct Period Fundina Goels 

Sub micrometer 1990- US$ 220 .nillion Submicrome1er geometries by 1993 and 0.5 
micrometer by 1995 (a continuation of the 
comoleted Microelectronics Proiectl 

Hig'1-definition television 1990- US$ 192 m111ion Working prototype by 1995, using ATV 
(HDTV} stendard being r::romoted in the US (l•Jnding 

from Ministrv of Economic Affairs) 

Sparc:atation d- 1988- N.A. To license Sun Microsy;tems' Spare chip for 
develooment 

Notebook c:c.mputers 1990- N.A. To develop 80386SX notebooL PC in a joint 
ventur11 between ITRI 11nd 47 "omru1r>i"• 

•EJectro-optic:a 1985- N.A Smeller, high-capacity drives 12-inch hard-disc, 
opucell end computer peripherels, snd to build 
edvenced laser printer engine by 1992 

~: Balk, 1991. 

Table 5.11 lmporUint technology development projects administrated by Singapore's RDAS 

Project Period Funding Goals 

Robotic Tra• .. portation Fitcdl 1988 US$ 538.000 To develop •vstem with help of Reel Time 
Syttem System• Pte Ltd 

Optical Fiber Cc;mmunicetion Fiscal 1988 N.A. N.A. 
Swtem 

Compact Optical-Diec Fiscal 1988 N.A. To develop the 1ystem with participation of 
StCll'age device Seagate Technology (Singapore) Pte. Ltd and 

the N1111onal University or Singer: ::>re 

MicropruceHor Applicationa . Fiaul 1988 N.A . N.A. 
Canter 

Machine Viaion fCll' In progreH N.A. T" develop the •Y•tem through Narionel 
Automated ln•pe .. ·:on Semiconduetor Pte. Ltd C>f Sin' ap111a 

Source: Balk 1991. 
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5.6 TIIE CASE OF TIIE REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

The case of industrial and technological deveioprr.ent in the Republic of Korea can be taken 
as an illustrative example of the NICs development model especially in the fidd of technology 
policies. 

The Republic of Korea is considered by some analysts as the only one among tl.e East Asian 
NICs that bas the manufacturiny oase to prod'1ce high-value-added products r,"fficient to sustain high 
growth rates during the 1990s. m So far, the Korean industrial performance has been quite 
outstanding. In 1953, agriculture produced some 47 per cent and manufactilring under 9 per cent of 
the Korean GNP. In 1981 the comparable figures were 16 and 30 per cert. 

The structural shift is evident in terms of labou1 force as well. In two de~ades, the share of 
agriculture was halved and the industrial share grew from 9 per cent to 20 per cent (fable 7 .12). 

Table 5.12 TM breahlown of labour force between agriculture and manufacture in the Republic 
of Korea in 1960 and 1982 

labour force in 
v .. Aoriculture. oer cent Manufacture IHlf' cent 

1960 66 9 

1982 33 20 

Source; Rushing and !Jrown. 1986. 

The manufacturing sector has also gone through a transformation: the contribution of heavy 
and chemical industries to total industrial output, 23 per cent between 1953 and 1955, was 29 per cent 
from 1960 to 1962 and 42 per cent from 1974 to 1976. The share of the engineering industry in 
manufacturing value added (Table 7 .13.) has risen from under 11 per cent in 1960 to over 25 per cent 
in 1982.°1 

The figures on exports are even mu!"e impressive. an the e:-.rly sixties, the ratio of -.::ports to 
GNP was only 4 per cent. Twenty years late1 the ratio had risen to 40 per cent. This mea'"iS tltat the 
growth of exports attained an average rate of 35 per cent a year from 1962 to 1982. During the same 
period, the share of manufacturt:d goods in exports rose from under 20 per cer.t to over 90 per cent. 

Table 5.13 TM share of the engineering st.etor of the Korean manufar.turing indust"Y in MVA, 
1960-1982 

Ye111 Share, par cent 

1960 10.7 
1963 10.2 
1966 14.3 
1969 14.0 
1975 16.3 
1979 24.2 
1982 25.3 ---

Source: Jacobsson, 1986. 

l:ID Ruahing and Brown, 1986. 

Ill Jacotmon, 1986. 
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Kllfean industrial de,·etopment is well illustratl!d in Table 5.14, whkh compares the revealed 
comparacive advantages (RVA) of manufacturcrl products in some countries in 1970 and 1980. The 
RV A index shows the relative competitiveness of a product (group); if the value is over i. the 
country possesses a comparative advantage in that category. During the period, Korean 
competitiveness increasoo especially in group B, human capital-intensive goods, but also group C. 
technology -intensive gOO'JS shows a growing tendency. At the same time group A. unskilled labour
intensive goods has decreaseJ even if it still c!early highest of all the countries compared. Howevtr, 
the ASEAN group show:. ~rt evident increase in competitiveness in this group. 

Tnble 5.14 Revealetf comparative advanJage index from selected economies and 'ountT) ,;·.: up.f: 
by industrial ca1egory, 1970 and 1980 

Country/ 1970 I 1980 
Country group I B I c A B c A 

India 0.70 0.05 O.C3 0.50 0.06 0.04 

lndcn,:sia 0.02 O.Ql 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.03 

Reoublic of Korea 5.10 0.19 0.31 4.73 1.16 0.48 

Thailand 0.14 0.04 0.03 1.21 0.14 0.06 

Jsman 2.36 1.80 1.06 1 15 2.16 1.29 

USA 0.55 0.66 1.88 0.60 0.59 1.53 

ASEAN four 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.45 0.06 0.16 

NICs 4.31 0.37 0.50 3.97 0.86 0.66 ....... 

Source: Kakazu, 1990. 

Industries with a high technological content, such as automobile manufacturing and mlchine 
tools ha"~ been a ::;triking feature of developments in the Rep•:blic of Kor~_ w The electronics 
sector is another that has seen spectacular growth. In 1989 '.ie industry bypassed textiles as the 
country's biggest ellporter. In 1990 the Reprhlic of Korea's el ctronic:s industry became the world's 
sixth largest in terms of output, and it v::J'. expected to race ahead of France and Britain into fourth 
place in 1991, approaching Germany 0.1 the third place. In DRAM semiconductor production the 
Republk of Korea is already the third in the world. 113 

ID 

l:lA 

" ... South Korea has amazed the industry by growing from a minor supplier of discrete 
semiconductor devices an1 IC package to a major presence in thr. world IC market. Today, 
South ··Jrea furnishes about 3 percent o• the total world market for ICs and l:S percent of the 
world market for DRAMs". 114 

UNIDO, 1992, C:hapkr 12. 

Clifford. 1991h 

Jurgen, 1991. 
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Joint ventures with United States firms hav~ been important, because Japanese firms have 
been reluctant to cooperate. For example, Sa.'11Sung has joined Hewlett-Packard in research on RISC 
chips. However, e.;~. Goldstar is proJucing 4M chips in volume on a Japanese (Hitachi) license.us 

Even if semiconductors are also the largest and most rapidly growing single sector w~thi~ 
etectronics in the Republic of Korea, Table 5.15 also shows, that co'1Sumer electronics -1Vs, audio 
equipment, microwave ovens - are far more !mportant for the country than e.g. computers. 

Tobit 5.15 Growth oftht Korean eledronics production by sedor, 1988-1990 
(Won billion) 

1988 1989 1990 

Computer total 860 1.180 990 

Semiconductors 2.240 3.220 3.610 

Co!our televisions 1.260 1.170 1.440 

Microwave ovens 740 680 490 

Audio equipment 1.720 1.6Sr• 1.820 

Fax machines 60 1 Ou 170 

~ Clifford, 1991a. 

Large Korean conglomerates diversified rapidly into informa~ion technologi~. after the 
i;overnment had talcen high technology industries as focal development areas. For example, the textile 
company, Yolon International Corporation, started making TVs and other consumer electronics, and 
tht;n added coupe!~!!on wi~ fanuc by starting a joint robot-making company in 1983. The same 
giant corporations th<:t are the most importanl in other industries <.re also leading in e!ectronics 
(fable 5.16). Out of these, Samsung and Goldstar have ele"''tronic:s as their main sector, while 
Daewoo and Hyundai have !heir main strongholds ir. heavier industries. Samsung and Goldstar have 
also diversified to almost all sectors within electronics, with very intemat;onalized productioni; 
strategies. For example, Samsung manufactures colour tele·. isions in Portug.J, Hungary, Turkey, 
Thailand, Mexico, the lJSA and Indonesia. In the late 1980s Goldstar has had problems with its lack 
of focus in production. 

After the four enterprises mentioned in Table S.16, the most important electronics company 
in the Republic of Korea is tht relatively small but innovative Trigem <Sambo), that has produced 
both the first PC and the first IBM PC clone in the Republic of Korea. It has also developed the first 
on-line generator for Chinese charac~ers, and, latest, the first laptop engine..ering worlstation.114 

Trigem is an interesting case of a relatively flexible business nrategy in the generally rather rigid and 
mass!ve KcrP,111 ir.dustrial r.nterprises with very broaci production varielies. Trigem is concentrating 
on c;omputer!I an.1 computer equipment only. 

Balk, 1991. 

Ill\ Clifford, 191Jla. 
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Tabk 5.16 11u• most important Korean tltctrotdcs companies 

·-
Company group 1990 sales. 

(US$ btllionsl 
Main products 

Samsung Group 43.3 Semiconductors, i iformation systems, computers. consumer 
electronics 

rlyundai 39.( Automobiles. machinery. steel and metal oroducts, shipbuilding, 
semiconductor ICs r.omouter hardware 

Lucky-Goldst• 25.0 Semiconductors. computers and communication equipment, 
consumer electronics. electronic devices 

Deewoo group 15.0 Consumer electronics. home appliances. com!Juters, components 

Source: Jurgen, 1991. 

A'i Table 5.17 shows, the Republic of Korea shows much higher penetration of rates of 
NCMTs as other developing countries. Even generally, ti: .. diffusion rates of automation technologies 
in the early 1980s was already on ~ higher level in the Republic of Koru than most other developing 
countries with similar mdustrial development. U7 The only exception was the relatively low figure 
for the diffusion of industrial robots, which barrs that the industrial structure in the Republic of Korea 
was still rather labour-intensive. 

Table 5.17 Stoel of NCMTs in some developing counJries and areas (thousand units) 

Countrv 1981 1985 1987 1989 
ReC'ublic of t.orea 2.7 5.0 7.5 
Taiwan Province 1.2 2.8 6.3 
Brazil 1.0 2.0 4.2 5.8 
Sinaaoore 0.1 0.7 1.8 
M~xirn 1.3 

• ArnPntina 0.4 0.5 0.8 
Colombia 0.1 ·-
India 1.2 

~urce: UNIDO, 1990a. 

However, robot imports have grown rapidly, by about 50 per cent per year since 1986. By 
1989 there were 1,200 industrial robots installed in Korean factories, mainly for arch welding but also 
for spo! welding and assembly. m The 1omestic roi>ot industry is also deve;oping quite well; 
according to plans robot exports are to reach USS 3 billion by 2000. Domestic production are not 
yet, however, competitive on the leading t:tJ~e of the market. 

There is a very strong policy emphasis on supporting automation in Korean industry. The 
Ministry of Trade and Industry has published ambitious plans for automation that would, for instance, 
reduce the manufacturing work week from 55 hours - the situation m 1987 - to 48 hours by 1993. 
This would be lar!,ely done by autr._na•ion, incluciing a relatively rapid robotiz;ition.m 

fl'.quilt and Jacob11on, 198S. 

121 Balk, 1991. 

1:29 Ibid. 
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In the Republic of Korea. analysis suggests thatlll the ·take ofi to S!.lStaine-j growth and 
international importance was not based on any ·natural· comparative advantage, even if the 
advantages were exploited. A key factor in the development model has been. as in Japan, the creation 
and development oi new. dynamic advantages. defined as targets by governmental policy and induced 
by various policy options, measures and even more straight forwa.;-d administrative directives. In this. 
a long term development of capabilities and learning from imported fc ·reign technology have been 
crucial factors. An important background factor enabling the development path has been the national 
educational and training system, which lar6ely resembles the Japanese model. United States financial 
aid has also enhanced the development of the educational systerr... 

There are cJso other important features in the institutional set up contributing to the Korean 
!uccess. Large, v.!rtically integrated conglomerates - chaebols - are the backbone of the economy. 
While usually controlled by a single family. they resembles mo:-e the prewar Japanese Zaibatsu than 
the postwar Keiretsu system. In addition. the go•:emment iis more interventionist than the Japanese 
government, and regulations and directives are more straight forward and more compelling than ir. 
Japan. intervening more directly into single companies. The goverr.ment. for example: 

• ... granted monopolies to import products and enabled relatively fed companies to obtain 
low-cost credit, It also selectively awarded companies opportunities to acquire formerly 
Japanese-held assets and to receive military contracts from its own defence department as well 
as from the U.S. govemment•.01 

Recently, the economy is under a process of reorganization. -:-he government is pressing the 
chaebols to more concentration: they are asked to concentrate on thr.!e focal areas, and only these 
areas will be exempt in the new credit control system. T'.e government is also enccuraging more 
small and medium sized companies as well as joint ventures with foreign enterprises. The target of 
the latter is, especially, to speed up transfer of foreign te(.;hnology into the country. 

Technology imports to the Republic of Korea have grown quite steadily, and as Table 5.18 
shows, the very dominant role of Japan as the main sourc! for technology has slowly decreased. 

Table 5.18 Korean imports of foreign technology by counJry 

Countr·t Number of cases per cent 

1962-71 1972-81 1981-S37 1962-71 1972-81 1982-87 

Japan 214 911 n.302 67.3 54.9 51.7 

USA 74 392 626 23.3 23.6 24.9 

Germany I 10 83 141 3.1 5.0 5.6 

UK 5 65 89 1.6 3.9 3.5 -
France 1 45 114 0.3 2.7 4.5 

Others 14 163 245 I 4.4 9.8 9.7 

Total 318 1,659 1:,517 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Kakazu, 19';)0. 

no UNIDO, 1992. 

m Ro~cnblau and Perry, JQ91. 
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Systematic technology transfer combined with strengthening domestic research and 
development has been crucial for the development. Even in this respect the Republic of Korea has 
largely followed the Japanese examples by transferring the basic technologies and developing further 
from that. Kakazu describes this: 

·The Republic l.)f Korea also patterned its technology importation policies after Japan 
which further strengthened institutional technology capabilities. One important 
strategy was to carefully select, stage and digest imported technologies according to 
its level of technological development". w 

There were also other prer~uisites for success per cent in the Republic of Korea. These 
include a good infrastructure of roads and communii;ations as well as rather long manufacturing 
tradition and good work ethics. The industrial planning agencies are designed according to the Mm 
model. In trade, the Republic of Korea has profited from both rigid impon barriers and the open US 
expon markets. 

In fact, the issues related to more traditional infrastructures and to governance and 
organizational aspects o~ the economy seem to be even more imponant to the economic development 
in the Republic of Korea. A comparative study on technology based competitiveness in the most 
industrialized developing countries and some OECD countries showed, that: 

"According to our measures, Singapore and South Kor\:cl have achieved substantial 
success in high-technology markets without having achieved lev~ls of technological 
infrastructure and productive capacity comparable to those of the major OECD 
nations. Nationc:J orientation and socio-economic infrastructures may thus be more 
important than technological infrastructures and productive capacity in the process of 
technology absorption and institutionalization ... " .w 

This does not mean, that technological infrastructure would be unimportant. The implication 
is that socio-economic infrastructures and national orientation - issues related to organization md 
policy issues - are e\'en more basic in creating a technology led econo'l'lic system. 

5.7 FOLWWEl<S ON TJIE NICs PATH 

Both the Japanese and NIC examples emphasize the importance of long term systemic policy 
based on capability building. The ASEAN countries are at least partly trying to rely on the same 
issues, even if they usually have shorter histories of development to support this. Their developmen' 
is also still mainly based on cheap lalh1ur; and, - in the East Asian context - to proximity to Japan 
and the NICs. However, infrastructure and capability building for more technology development is 
taken as a concern of furure also in these countries.°' 

TI1ere are, however, some background features facilitating the formulation of long term 
policies, that are important especially in ~1c NICs and some other but not present in most developing 
countries. Common features between the developing countries that have • : .)Ome success in 

IJ2 Kak.azu, 1990 

Roc11ner and Po11er, 1990. 

1)1 See e.1. T1k1h11h1, 1990. 
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industriai development (the NICS, India, Brazil etc.) in contrast to African and other less successful 
developing countries may be summarized as follows: 05 

All these countries share a long-standing culture associated with writing and printing. 

They aU have a scientific past at the interface of traditional methods and European Science. 
sometimes with a scientific heritage that is much older than European Science. 

Unlike most other colonies they have all been industrialized to some extent for almost a 
century, and have had ttie apparatus for advanced training, backed by a long tradition of 
scientific and technical exchanges with research institutions in the industrialized countries. 

In one way or another they all op~rate some sort of state capitalism, and the government at 
the highest level has long been aware of the role of science and education in developmt:nt. 

In their education and research effort they all reveal a will to break free from their 
dependenc11 upon the industrialized countries. 

Source: Salomon, 1990. 

The Indian case has been descrihed as illustrating how technological effon can lead to 
advanced capabilities, and yet these capabilities can be misdirected and remain unexploited. This is 
attributed largely to a regime that is highly inward-orient\XI and interventionist in a control-oriented 
way.D6 

Building up a systemic, tong term policy for technology led development is by no means an 
easy task. And extensive automation coul ~ be successfully introduced only in a context of this kind 
of long term policy. In creating such policy, the following aspects may be imponant: 

. 
"ii.S achievement must be based on a set of national decisions to ease the way for its 
development, that is, on an explicit or implicit national strategy for translating the 
cap1city for competitiveness in to reality. Second, scientific and technological 
capacity incorporates elements of technological mastery and technological 
infrastructure. Requirements of parsimony in the model restrict primary attention to 
factors that are directly refated to technology, but elements of a country's economic 
system and its overall productive capacity are also imponant. Third, national "will" 
.s t. "'lbodied in direi.1ed action to achi~ve competitiveness through government 
policies, business decisions, or both. It also includes individual attitudes C\..nducive 
to iMovation and entrepreneurship, and a collectiv.- :ommitment to the economic and 
political stability necessary to implement national strategy". Ll7 

However, there is no unilinear development similar to all countries. Even a superficial 
comparisM of East Asian countries' development pa~:~rns show!: this readily. In discussing 
information technology-led development in Asian countries it has been pointed out that: 

Salomon, 1990, quoted in UNIDO, 1992. 

136 Lall, 1987. 

m Roeuner and Porter, 1990. 
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• ... there exist many alternative perspectives on the future of each country. Since the 
vision of the information society has often been sated in the for.n of a stepwise 
historical development. people are apt to consider that the process of socio-economic 
development of a country is an accent of a development 'ladder'. from the lowest 
rung to the highest. But ... there are many alternatives routes possible for each 
country. As with other technological innovations, the very essence of information 
technology introduces new dimensions in which a new action space can be 
constructed drawing on a wide variety of visions of the future.· Ill 

Takahashi, 1990. 
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